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ADVERTISEMENT 
The publications of the Museum of Zoology, University of Mich- 
igaii, consist of two series-the Occasional Papers and the Miscel- 
laiieous Publications. Both series were fouiicled by Dr. Bryant 
Walker, Mr. Bradshaw 13. Swales, aiid Dr. W. W. Newcomb. 
Tlie Occasional Papers, publicatioii of which was begun in 1913, 
serve as a medium for original papers based principally upon the 
collections of the Museum. The papers are issued separately to 
libraries and specialists, aiid, when a sufficient number of pages 
have been printed to make a volume, a title page, table of contents, 
and index are supplied to libraries and individuals on the niailing 
list for the entire series. 
The Miscellaneous Publications, which include papers on field 
and museuni techniques, monographic studies, aiid other contribu- 
tions not within the scope of the Occasional Papers, are published 
separately, and as it is not intended they will be grouped illto 
volumes, each nuniber has a title page and, when necessary, a table 
of contents. 
FREDERICK M. GAIGE 
Director of the Museum of Zoology 
University of Michigan 
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THE AMNICOLIDAE OF MICHIGAN: 
DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, AND TAXONOMY * 
INTRODUCTION 
IN 1933 a series of investigations was begun on snails belonging to the family 
Amnicolidae. Particular attention was given to the species in Michigan. 
The work was carried on for four years, and during this tiine inforniation 
dealing with the character aiicl comparative structure of the shells aiid com- 
parative inorphology of the animals, as well as data on distribution and 
ecology, was gathered. A complete synonymy has been listed for each spe- 
cies, aiid in  ccrtaiii instances the taxonomy has been revised. New tech- 
niques, which are believed to be an  advance over older inethods of study, are 
described. Sincc inally of the findings are new or in  disagreement with those 
of previous investigators, photographs rather than drawings are used as 
i lh~strations for the niost par t  in this paper. The illnstrations of the radlxlae 
are tracings made lroin photographs of the actual liiigl~al ribbons ; those of 
penes have been clrawii from spec*imciis which have been relased aiid killed 
with the animal extended. 
Much nseful niaterial ~ v a s  available in  the Division of Mollusks of the 
Mi~se~lii i  of Zoology, IJniversity of Michigan, and I ail1 particularly in- 
debted to this institution for the use of its fine collection aiid library facili- 
ties so necessary to the stlxdy of this problem. During the course of the 
work helpful suggestions and criticisills were given by Mr. Calvin Goodrich 
and Dr. Henry van der Schalie, of the 3lnseum of Zoology. Miss Crystal 
Thompson and Miss Dorothy Myers, of the University Museums, assisted 
with the photographic worli. The tcxt figures were drawn by Miss Grace 
Eager. Dr. George R. LaRne, of the Department of Zoology, kindly gave 
information on parasitological phases of the problem and also authorized 
the use of departniental microtccllniql~e equipmcnt. Dr. H. A. Pilsbry 
r~ladc  val~lable snggestions and assisted with facilities available in  the 
A c a d e i n ~  of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia. To thesc and others who gave 
encouragement aiicl help I wish to express my sinccre appreciation. 
DISTRIBUTION O F  T H E  FAMILY AMNICOLTDAE 
These small operculate snails are among the niost common of aquatic 
gastropods. They are found in  various habitats and are distributed prac- 
tically over the entire world. From paleontological findings i t  is knomri~ that 
the family is among the oldest of living fresh-water gastropods. More than 
seventy species and subspecies of Ami~icolidae have been reported from 
* A dissertation s~ibmittcd in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the dcgree 
of doctor of philosopliy in the University of Michigan. 
North America alone. Of this number nine have been found in Mesozoic 
(Cretaceons) beds and sixty-seven in the Cenozoic. The few species reported 
from the Cretaceons do not necessarily imply that the Amnicolidae were 
less abundant then. Their scarcity in the earlier deposits is attributed to 
the comparatively few nonmarine nlesozoic outcrops that are lmown. 
The Amnicolidae are world-wide in geographical distribution, a condition 
which hinders progress i11 gaining a complete lmowledge of the family. Be- 
cause of sparse collecting that has been done on this family in different parts 
of the world, i t  is inipossible to determine a t  the present time in  which of the 
hemispheres i t  is most abundant. Detailed information on the numbers 
of species occurring in various regions, which, if available, might give a 
clue to the center of geographical distribution, is lacl<ing. 
Few families of mollusks have a more diversified environnieiit than does 
this one. Specimens belonging to this family have been collected from gla- 
cial cirques, Inore than 11,000 feet above sea level. I n  the Great Basin area 
of western United States they have been collected in a canyon creelr from the 
headwaters to the stream's filial termination-a brackisli pool on the desert 
flat. They are abundant i11 rivers, fresh-water inland lakes, including the 
Great Lalres, aiid are continuoas in their distribution from the headwaters 
of rivers all the way to the ocean. Furthermore, they are represented in 
tidal regions that are conditioned by both fresh aiid marine waters. They 
have been collected in rivcrs so near the occaii that the breaking of the waves 
could be easily heard, and where the tidal waters from the ocean have been 
seen rushing up an estuary changing the water from fresh to salt. A few 
genera of the Ainnicolidae (Per ingia  and others) are truly marine. 
To sumniarize: the family Amnicolidae is one of great antiquity, rang- 
ing in time from the Cretaceous to the present; i t  is cosmopolitan in geo- 
graphic distribution and lives in a great variety of habitats. 
CHRONOLOGY OF TI-IE TAXONOMY O F  THE 
AMNICOLIDAE 
Thomas Say, the well-known pioneer student of invertebrates in America, 
was the first to give a name, popular or scientific, to an amnicolid molluslr. 
His specific designation was limosa, aiid i t  is interesting to note that this 
first described species has the widest distribution of all the New World 
amnicolas. Its colonies are also larger, as a rule, than those of any of the 
other species, and i t  occurs under more varied ecological conditions than does 
any other species. I t  was described in 1817 in Volume I of the Journal  of 
the  Academy  of Na t z~ra l  Sciences of Plziladelphia. 
Say placed limosa under the genus Palzcdina. This was a genus estab- 
lished by Lamarclr for fresh-water and bracliish-water Mollusca which pos- 
sessed an operculum and the lip of which was "simple, not dilated or re- 
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fleeted." Since the definition was very broad, the genus naturally came to 
include a great number of molluslrs, varying exceedingly in shell characters, 
internal anatomy, physiological processes, habits, aiid habitats. Through 
the years i t  assumed the role of a catch-all. Authors who lacked an insight 
into contrasting characters, or an ability and industry to differentiate them, 
long continued to load the genus with a burden of specific names, many of 
which were generically uillike oiie another. 
In  1837, when Michigan was adiilitted to the Union, one of the initial 
acts of the first legislature mas the establishmelit of the State Geological 
Survey headed by Douglass EIonghton as geologist and Abram Sa, eer as 
zoologist. Alter two years of collecting aiid identifying, they published the 
first faunistic list, embracing both the vertebrates aiid invertebrates of 
Michigan. Although several species of minute snails are included in this 
list no species of Arnnicolidae are cited. I t  seems reasonable to believe that 
many specimens of this fanlily were collected in the survey. Either they 
were regarded as juvenile forms of the larger Palz~diqza (such as Campelonza) 
or, possibly, they were put to oiie side for further stucly because of diffi- 
culties encountered in identifying these minute gastropods. 
A period of more than twenty years elapsed before serious attention was 
again given to furthering knowledge of the Michigan fauna. During this 
interim, in 1841, the genus Anznicola was established by Gould aiid Halde- 
man and was placecl in the family Peristomata. I n  1861 a catalogue of 
the mammals, birds, reptiles, and mollaslrs of Michigan was published by 
Manly Miles. Three species of Amnicola are included in his list, Amnicola 
grana (which received all the very minute species, e.g., A. walkeri  and juve- 
niles of the larger species), Amnicola lapidaria, later placed in the genus 
Pomatiopsis, and Amnicola pallida, which was in all probability A. limosa. 
I n  1863 Theodore Gill described the family Amnicolidae, basing his con- 
clusions on the shape of the animal, the foot, tentacles, branchiae, and geni- 
talia. I t  was in 1865, however, that the greatest contribution to the study 
of the Amnicolidae of North America .was made. I n  August of that year, 
William Stimpson published his "Researches upon the I-Iydrobiinae." He 
observecl the close similarity of the members of the Aninicolidae with the 
extensive muiidane marine family Rissoidae, and, therefore, united these two 
families under the name Rissoidae. Since the time of Stinipsoii little ana- 
tomical study has been made oil either the marine family or the fresh-water 
Amnicolidae, although the nanlber of species described, particularly of the 
latter, has madc them major families in the Mollusca. One month after 
Stimpson publishecl his researches on the Hydrobiiiiae, W. G. Binliey pub- 
lished Part  111 of the "Land and Fresh-water Shells of North America." 
In this work he substantiated the research of Stiinpson and employed the 
revised taxonomy of the preceding publication. These two classic worlis 
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form the basis for all subsequent study in this family. All of the then 
known species of North American Amnicolidae (twenty-six in number rep- 
resenting eight genera) were described and figured, the radulae were drawn 
and the dental formulae were given for nine species, and the genitalia of four 
other species were described and sketched. 
Although adding little knowledge to the Anliiicolidae of Michigan, these 
two works did provide a means by which students could more accurately 
classify specimens collected. Several faunal lists were published by various 
authors between 1865 and 1890: by Currier in 1865 and 1868, by Walker 
and Beecher in 1876, by Walker in 1879, and by DeCamp in 1881. I n  spite 
of the contributions of Stimpson and Binney the specimens collected by the 
above authors were often misidentified. Decamp's list, for example, had 
thirteen species in four genera. A t  least ten of the thirteen species were 
incorrectly named. 
One not familiar with the difficulties encountered in correctly classify- 
ing the Amiiicolidae might unfairly criticize the above-mentioned list when 
i t  is contrasted with present kiiowleclge of the Michigan species of this family. 
I t  must be remembered, however, that only one species listed by DeCamp is 
more than 5 mm. in height, and that the majority of the smaller species, 
although varying to a rather wide extent within a single species, have the 
same general contours. Three species which DeCamp very likely found 
were not described until after 1890. Even the best published works avail- 
able at  that time were very inadequate aids for one attempting to classify 
these minute mollusks. The figures of the shells were line drawings, for 
the most part, and the few radulae and genitalia which had been illustrated 
were inaccurate, because of limitations of the power of the microscopes. 
The Amnicolidae of North America received a great deal of attentioa, 
especially during the latter part of the nineteenth century. More than 
twenty species were described, although few were figured. The major re- 
search work on this family was carried on by three of the foremost concholo- 
gists of that day, H. A. Pilsbry, C. E. Beecher, and Bryant Walker. I n  
the descriptions of these new species Pilsbry frequently stated: "Illustra- 
tions of shell, operculuin and dentition will be given in a Monograph of 
American Amnicolidae, now in preparation by Mr. Beecher and the writer." 
Unfortunately, this monograph never appeared. Pilsbry, to my knowledge, 
has not used the family name "Rissoidae" in referring to the group of 
gastropods under discussion. His reasons for not following Stimpson and 
Biniiey are, no doubt, contained in that monograph. The fresh-water ris- 
soids of North America have been placed by Pilsbry and all subsequent 
workers in North America since 1881 in the family Amnicolidae. 
From 1895 to 1912 many contributions, mostly in the form of short 
faunal lists of certain regions in Michigan, were published by various 
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authors, e.g., A. G. Ruthven (1904) ; T. L. Hanlrinson (1908) ; H. B. Baker 
(1909) ; and Bryant Wallcer (1896, 1898, 1911b). Walker's " Checlr-List 
of Michigan Mollusca," published in 1911, is a great advance over all 
previons lists. Twelve species representing six genera are cited in the 
fanlily Amiiicolidae by this author. 
During the years between 1895 and 1912, forty-six species of Alnnicolidae 
were described in North America. Of this number Walker described twenty- 
four and Pilsbry nineteen. The descriptioiis of these new species were 
largely based on shell characters alone. 
Further illcrease in the knowledge of the Michigan fauna was made 
during the next twenty years (1912-32). Explorations within the state 
added considerably to distributional recorcls of the group. Revision ill 
taxonomy by several conchologists altered the nonlenclature used by Walker 
in his checlr list of 1911. No new recorcls of species of Aniiiicolidae, however, 
were discovered. A 'Revised Check List of Michigan Mollusca, " published 
in 1926 by Mina L. Winslow, included the more recent changes in taxonomy, 
but was based primarily upon the Walker check list of 1911. 
Taxonomic studies of the Anlnicolidae of North America, based mostly 
on the shell and rarely on the radulae and genitalia, have resulted i11 more 
change dnring the years 1912 to 1932 than in any preceding twenty years. 
The raising of varieties to species and subgenera to genera, not to mention 
the scores of species and sabspecies described, has so completely changed 
the concept of this family that those not actively working with this group 
encounter great difficulty in attempting to determine even the most common 
Amnicola. A11 understanding of this change may be shown by contrasting 
the 1926 check list of Winslow with a listing of the newer taxonomic changes 
(see Table I) .  
T A B L E  I 
1926 1936 
Bit l~?jnia tenlaeulata (L innaeus)  B7cZimus t e n t a c ~ ~ l a t u s  (L innaeus)  
An~nico la  cincinnatiensis ( A n t h o n y )  Gincinnatia cincinnatiensis ( A n t h o n y )  
Amnicola emarginata (R i i s ter )  VuncZcuveia ensarginata (Ki i s ter )  
An~n,icola leightoni (Balcer) ( E x t i n c t )  Amnicola ( f )  leightoni ( B a k e r )  
Amnicola limosa ( S a y )  (Amnico la)  limosa ( S a y )  
Amnicola porata ( S a y )  (Amnico la)  porata ( S a y )  
Ansn,icola 1uslr.ica Pilsbry (Marstonia)  lustrica Pilsbry 
Amnicola gelida Baker (Marstonia)  gelida Baker 
Amnicola walkeri Pilsbry (Marstonia)  walkeri Pilsbry 
Palnrlcstrina nickliniana ( L e a )  Fontigens niclcliniuna ( L e a )  
Paludcstrina attenuata (Haldeman)  Pontigens at tenuata (Haldeman)  
Pyrgulopsis letsoni ( W a l k e r )  Pyrgulopsis ledsoni ( W a l k e r )  
Somatogyrus s?~bglobosus ( S a y )  Birgella subglobosa ( S a y )  
Lyogyrus  pupoideus (Gould)  Lyogyrus pupoidctcs (Gould)  
Pomatiopsis cincinnatiensis ( L e a )  Pomatiopsis cincinnatiensis ( L e a )  
Pomatiopsis lapidaria ( S a y )  Pomatiopsis lapidaria ( S a y )  
At the present time about 150 species of Amnicolidae have been described 
from North America. The great majority of these are lcnown from the shell 
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only. Comparatively little is known of the soft pa,rts of any of them, particu- 
larly of the genitalia or of the radulae. As will be pointed out in a later 
section of this paper, the shell is the least reliable character for use in the 
determination of the species of this family, not only because of its minute 
size, but more particularly because all the shells have the sanie general shape 
and are often without constant characters. A revision of this entire family, 
based on the soft parts and radulae, has been needed for many years. I n  
1865, after completing his "Researches upon the Hydrobiinae," Stimpson 
wrote : 
The generic place of very many of these species, known as yet by the shell only, must 
remain undetermined until the soft  parts and the  lingual dentition are examined. Cer- 
tain genera, as Stenotlz?jra, Tricula, Pyrgula, and Tryonia, are indeed easily recognized 
by the shell alone, but no characters are found in  it whicli will enable us to distinguish 
certain Littorinellae and H?jdrob?ne from R~ytl~inella nd Paludestrzna, and the same 
difficulty will probably be found with Gzllza and Somatogyrus, or with Lithoglyphz~s and 
Pl~cn~inacola. I shall therefore under each genus give as  examples only a few species 
wllich certainly belong to it, without attempting to assign a place to every ltnown species 
of tlle family. It would not, of course, be difficult to do this approximately, but rather 
than run the risk of adding to an  already overburdened synonymy, I will leave the work 
t o  those who have proper opportunities for  observing the entire animal i n  each case; and 
would beg my fellow-worlrers in this field to take the snmc course. 
Unfortunately, Stimpson's souncl advice has not been followed by most of 
the subsequent workers on the Amnicolidae. 
A complete revision of the faniily Aniiiicolidae as i t  stands a t  the present 
wonld require many years. A careful investigation of any part of this 
complex family, however, m~ould be a contribution to the larger whole. 
Because of the limitations which attend so vast a group, only those species 
kno~vn to occur in Michigan will be considered at  the present time. 
SIGNIFICANT CHARACTERS OF MICHIGAN 
AMNICOLIDAE 
To identify species of this family correctly i t  is necessary to know what 
characters are considered significant. The features which are considered 
important, therefore, are discussed in some detail. 
SHELL.--T~~ shell is often one of the poorest characters to be used in 
determining species of Amnicolidae, yet, in most cases, i t  is the only char- 
acter that has been employed in describing the species. The general shape 
of the shells of this group is duplicated in many families, both terrestrial 
and aquatic. They are dextral, unicolored, small in size, higher than wide, 
and have few whorls. The main objection to using the shell as the basis for 
determining a species is not so much its resemblance to that of another 
species, but rather the wide variation which occurs within any one species 
(see PI. I, Figs. 8-10). Some species vary to such an extent that they have 
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been described three or four tinies and even placed in  different genera. The 
environment seems to play a major role in  the variation of the shell. Lake 
inhabitants, for example, are generally stanted in  growth. This phe- 
nomenon may be due to many factors, such as the cramping of the body i n  
the shell, a shorter growing season, or a reduction i11 biotic productivity. 
It has been observed that lake-inhabiting Amnicola limosa and lustrica 
have their bodies just f a r  enough out of the shell to allow a footing on the 
plants and often close their operculae when a wave rushes over them 
and fall to thc lake bottom. I n  a flnviatile environment, particularly where 
the current is recluced, the species become adapted to the constant flow of 
water, and their bodies are more extendecl. The mantle, then being dilated, 
may secrete more shell material, resulting in a larger shell. 
Amnjcolidae have been fotuid most active during the spring. Since the 
ice remains on lalies longcr than in  streams, the rise in  the temperature of 
the water, the spring overturn, and the new growth of plants are delayed, 
and the activity of the snails is postponed. There is less delay in  the rise 
of water temperatures of rivers, and the growing season is consequently 
longer. 
Dwarfing may also be due to a reductioi~ of biotic productivity in lakes, 
particularly in the diatoms, the food of these snails. Although this is some- 
what questionable, there is a possibility that the current in  rivers makes 
food more available for the flnviatile snails. All reasons given for stanting 
are theoretical. They are merely suggested as possibilities to account for the 
attainment of greater size of shclls in  rivers than in  lakes. 
I t  is not to be inferred that the shell is of no value in classifying 
Amnicolidac. When one becomes familiar with the range in variation for 
a given species, the sliell is sometimes sufficient for dctermination. Certain 
Michigan amiiicolids have distinctive shells, for~exainple, Bztlinzzcs tentacu- 
latqcs and Xomatogyra~s s~cbglobos?~s, which are two or three times as large 
as most other species. I n  such species height serves as an index for de- 
termination. This character, however, can be used in  cletermination only 
when the shell is mature or when the number of whorls is counted, which 
ensures one from confusing a juvenile forni of a larger species with a mature 
shell of a smaller species. 
The shape and position 01 the protoconch or first whorl is considered 
one of the best characters of the shell. This nuclear whorl may be elevated 
above the bocly whorl, coiled in the same plane as  the followiiig whorl 
( planorbid), or sunken below the followiiig whorl (depressed). Significant 
characters are also fonnd in  the shape of the whorls since these vary from 
shouldered to iilflatecl or flat. Other significant structures are the aperture, 
which niay be round to oval, and the umbilicus, which may be wide or narrow, 
perforate or imperforate. 
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O P E R C U L U M . - V ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  in the operculum within the species is too great 
to be a reliable character. It does have value, however, i11 separating certain 
subfamilies, e.g., Lyogyriiiae (spiral) ; Buliniiiiae (concentric) ; Ainnicoliliae 
and Lithoglyphinae (paucispiral or subspiral ; see P1. 11, Figs. 3-5). 
RADULA.-T~~ radulae of menibers of the Amiiicolidae are arranged in  - 
a series of transverse rows of teeth on the lingual membrane. As is true 
with all the menibers of the s~~bc lass  Streptoiieura, there are seven teeth to 
the vow, and the number of rows varies to a wide extent. A single row of 
seven teeth is arranged so as to give the following formula: 2-1-1-1-2, with 
the central or rachidian tooth median, the lateral teeth on each side of the 
central, the first marginals lying next to the laterals, and the second marginal 
teeth being outermost. 
A11 interesting correlation has been fouiid between the size of the shell 
of a given species of amnicolid in  Michigan and the length of the lingual 
membrane. Fignres (Table 11) have been computed to show this correlation. 
TABLE I1 
CORRELATION OF TIIE IIEIGIIT OF SHELL (11. 8.) WITH THE IAENGTH OF RADULA (L. R.), 
TIIE CLASS VALUE (V) ,  AND THE DEVIATION FROM THE CLASS VALUE (U)  
Amnicola ( A n ~ n i c o l a )  limosa . . . . . . . . .  
Anmicola (Amnico la)  walkeri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Amnicola (Marston%a) lustrica ........................ 
Amnicola (Cincinnatia)  iategra .............. 





By dividing the mean total average length of lingual ribbon of all the 
Michigall species of this family (0.947 mm.) by the mean total average height 
of shell (5.2 mm.), a comparison of the length of the radula with the shell 
then serves as a useful index in identifying the species. Such a correlation 
becomes of value if, for example, a juvenile of Amnicola lustrica with a 
height of 2.5 mm. resembles Amnicola walkeri. The radula of the juvenile 
lustrica would measure in length .44 mm. rather than .76 mm., which would 
be its length if i t  were walkeri. This becomes a very convenient and reliable 
index when the soft parts have been dried. Both characters, length of shell 
and lingual ribbon, are discussed under each species in  the systematic 
section of this paper. 
I n  describing the radulae a formula of the cusps is given. The figures 
represent an  average number since variation occurs in  all species. These 
figures are not as significant as  certain authors have indicated. In the 
central or rachidian tooth the size and shape of the tooth and cusps are of 
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importance in  identifying species. I n  the lateral tooth, size and shape of 
the tooth, peduncle, and cusps are significant characters. The general shape 
and size of the teeth and not the number of pectinate cusps present are the 
significant characters of the first and second marginal teeth. 
I n  certain other families of gastropods the radula is sometimes considered 
of little inlportaiice as a basis for determining species. Fortunately, the 
radula in  the Amnicolidae is reillarkably constant and is of considerable 
value if these significant characters are eiliployed correctly. The radula 
is colnposed of chitin, which often persists even when the animal dies and 
the soft parts decompose. Even in  subfossil shells collected on the Great 
Salt Lake Desert, there u7ere radulae within the shells although the soft parts 
were entirely desiccated. Generally, specimens received for identification 
are dried. Without the radula many of these would have been incorrectly 
identified. 
ANIMAL.-I~ contrast to the shell itself, the animal offers several excel- 
lent characters which niay be used in  determining species. The color and 
pigmentation, the length of tentacles and rostrum, the length and shape of 
the foot, and the extent am1 position of the slime glands are all sigiiificant 
characters. 
GENITALIA.-The Aninicolidae are dioecious. The male copalatory organ, 
known as the verge, is a very reliable character for determining species. 
This organ is exserted and lies some little distance posterior to the right 
tentacle. The snail must be fully expanded and its shell aiid mantle raised 
as iiormally seen when the animal is crawling before the verge becomes 
visible. I t  is essential, therefore, to have the specimen colllpletely anesthe- 
tized ailcl in  a dilated conclitioii before i t  is killed. Living specimens killed 
in  alcohol contract to such a degree that the shape of the verge is distorted 
and becomes practically useless as a means of identifying the species. Uiz- 
fortunately, snails are usnally placed directly in alcohol 111hen they are killed 
for study, and this may account for the errors which have been published 
regarding the verge in the Amnicolidae. For  example, F .  C. Baker (1928 : 
Pt.  I : 79) stated : 
I n  most of the groups of Amnicolidae the verge has a secondary lobe which forms the 
extornal opening of the flagellum. As this lobe seerns not to have been named we have 
called i t  the flagellum sheath. This sheath varies in form and is  said to  be absent in 
some groups, al t l~ough a careful anatomical search may lead to its discovery in some form. 
J. W. Taylor (1900 : 352, 361) also stated : 
The Exophallia embrace those dioccious species in which the males have acquired a n  
external copulatory organ, projecting freely from the right side of the neck and arising as  
a muscular outgrowth from the body wall; . . . . I t  is strongly crcctilc and extensile by 
concentrated blood pressure, and though not eversible and retractile as in the Cryptophallia, 
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it can often be bent in a sigmoid form : L I I ~  hidilcil beneath the malltle folds, the 
spermatozoa being conveyed thereto. . . . The Flngellulr~ is  the blind diverticulum often 
found in highly organized Gastropods as  a prolongation of the epiphallus or of the distal 
end of the penis-sheath, wllereirl is secreted a sheath or case for the safer transfer of the 
seminal element to the partner. I t  is very variously sliapeil, externally and internally, 
and the spcrmatopllore mollldcd within i t  is an  exact vcprocluction or cast of the shape 
and denticulations of the interior of the eoecum. 
Investigations on the Amiiicolidae of Michigan are not in agreement with 
either of the above statements. I t  is t m e  that a number of the groups in 
this family have a seconclary lobe or flagellum sheath, but i t  is not true that 
all secondary lobes have an accessory cluct or flagellum. Only four of the 
Michigan species have this peculiar diverticnlum: Anznicola limosa, A. 
walkeri, Hydrobin ~vickliniann, and Bt~li~tzzrs t eqztaculatus. Furthermore, the 
flagellum has not been founcl to serve as a mold for a spermatoplzore. Serial 
scctions of specimens collected a t  different seasons of the year reveal no 
spermatozoa nor the presence of a sheath in the accessory duct. Nor is the 
duct ciliated; and ninscular tissues are lacking which would be necessary 
to force a sperm packet into the female if a ~perrnatopho~e were present. 
The cells composing this blind divcrtic~~lum are glandular epithelium and 
produce some secretion, the f~mction of which is, as yet, unknown. 
As has been previously stated, the species of Amnicolidae sonietimes 
have a confusing resemblance to one another in the general shape of the 
shell. For example, there is not rnongh distinction at  times to differentiate 
the shells of An~~z ico lu  imosn from A. l~rstricn or bi?z?zeyana or integra. The 
reseniblaiices havc suggested hybridization. Yet, nothing in the nature of 
iiiterbreediiig has been observed in the shape and structure of the verges of 
these species. Rather, it appears that such a pliei~oineiion is well-nigh im- 
possible, since the species have become inarkedly differentiated from one 
another i11 the structure of their verges. 
I t  is iiitel-esting to note that both the mdula aiid the verge indicate 
strongly that specics are radically distinct ancl that hybridization has not 
taken place. Whenever the verge was unique in shape aiid structure the 
raclnla was lilrewise singular in its character. 
I n  the iiiajority of instai~ces any one of the above significaat characters 
wonld be sufficient for the determiiiatioii of the Michigan Amnicolidae. 
Workers in other fields of biology, such as limnology, parasitology aiid 
fixlmistic zoology, have expressed a need for aid in their identification of 
the Amnicolidae. To the ~uiinitiated the removal ancl mounting of the 
radnlae of this fanlily often proves a difficult task. Furthermore, one often 
laelis the facilities needed for relaxing the specimens collected, particularly 
when in the fielcl. Consequently, a keg to shell characters has been prepared 
which may niake reasonable identification possible without resorting to a 
study of the soft parts. 
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KEY TO THE SHELL CHARACTERS O F  MICHIGAN 
AMNICOLIDAE 
I. Shell with nuclear whorl above following whorls. 
A. Umbilicus imperforate. 
1. Whorls flattened. 
a. Sizc large, 11 mm. in height .................................. Buli?nus tentaculatus 
b. Size small, 3 mm. in height .............................................. Pyrgulopsis letsoni 
2. Whorls inflated, size 5 m~n .  in height . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Bydrobia  nickliniana 
B. Umbilicus perforate. 
1. Shell attenuated, size less than 6 mm. in height. 
.................... a. Columclla not reflected, whorls inflated Amnicola lustrica 
b. Columclla reflected. 
(1) Whorls very inflated, aperture circular. 
Pomatiopsis cincinnatiensis 
(2 )  Whorls lcss inflated, aperture ovate Pomatiopsis lapidaria 
2. Shell conical. 
a. Whorls increasing gradually in size. 
(1) Shell very small, 4 whorls, 2.5 mm. in height. 
Amnicola wal7ceri 
(2) Shell larger, 5 mm. in height Amnzcola antegra 
b. Body whorl very large, size 9 mm. in height. 
Somalog?yrus subglobosus 
11. Shell with nuclear whorl planorbid or sunken below the following whorls, size less 
than 6 mm. in height. 
A. Shell with nuclear whorl coilcd in the same plane with the followiilg whorl, 
apex blunt. 
1. Shell coiiieal, size more than 3.4 mm. Amnzcola la7nosa 
2. Shell turreted, size less than 3.4 mm. Lyogyrus  brotonzi 
B. Shell with nuclear wllorl sunken below the following whorl, apex truncated. 
Amnicola binneyana 
FIELD AND LABORATORY PROCEDURE 
C o ~ ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . - h l n n i c o l i d S  were collected for the most part by vigorously 
shaking aquatic vegetation over a pail of water. The various snails clinging 
to the plants dropped to the bottom of the pail aiicl were later poured illto 
cloth sacks where, if kept nioist and cool, they remained alive for several 
days. Collections made at  places where immediate examinatioti was impos- 
sible were kept 011 ice in thermos bottles. The snails remained alive for 
more than two weeks in these cold storage chambers. Water from the melted 
ice was pourecl off aiicl ice was added as needed. 
TAABORATORY  PROCEDURE.-^^^^ snails, regardless of their genera, were sep- 
arated froni the plants. They were later classified and records of the vari- 
ous species were noted. Half of the individuals were killed in 70 per cent 
alcohol ancl were used for shell study, the other half were used for anatomical 
investigation. 
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CLEANING OF THE SIIELL.-The sliells were placed in a weak solution of 
oxalic acid for one-half hour. They were then scrubbed with a small brush 
aiid, after beiiig rinsed in water, were allowed to dry. 
PREPARATION OF TIIE OPERCULUM.-T~~ opercululn was removed from the 
operculigerons lobe, cleaned with oxalic acid, and stained with 1 per cent 
aqueous solutioil of crystal violet, dehydrated with alcohol, aiid mounted in 
euparol . 
N A R ~ ~ T I ~ A T I ~ N . - O ~ ~  of the first problems encountered was the prepara- 
tion of the aizimal in order that the soft parts could be examined. Alcohol 
and formaliii caused the aiiiinals to withdraw far witlliii their shells, thus 
clistorting the soft parts and prohibiting correct anatomical studies. This 
has been the experience with all who have morlced on the Amnicolidae. G. 
C. Robsoil (1920 : 425) noted : 
Great difficulty was e~lcoul~tcred in  the preparation of material for study owing to  the 
animal's contractility, small size, and power of r e s i s t a~~re  to anaesthetics. It was hence 
practically impossible to get satisfactory expansion of the anterior part  of the body. 
Small shreds of tobacco and ;~lcohol gave the most satisfactory results for  this purpose; 
but it usually happened tha t  after slow :rnd careful narcotizntion extending over four 
or five days the nrii~nals would suddenly contract, or when : ~ t  last properly expanded 
and insensitive to touch, they were found to be dead and already showing signs 
of maceration. 
I n  the present investigation more than a dozen anesthetics were tried- 
ether, chloroform, chloretoiie, dilute alcohol, dilute forinaliii, tepid distilled 
water, epsom salts, ethyl urethane, and several others-all with indifferent 
success. I t  was finally discovered that menthol crystals, spriiiltled on top 
of the water, caused the animal to become fully narcotized in an expanded 
condition. 
KILLING AND FIXING.-The iiarcotized specimens were lrilled and fixed in 
Bouin's solution. The length of time they remained in the solution de- 
pended on the thiclcness of the shell ; about eight hours was required for the 
majority of specimens. 
PREPARATION FOR IN TOTO ~ ~ u ~ ~ s . - S p e c i n z e n s  were stained in Mayer's 
paracarmine or Delafield's hematoxylin, cleared in xylene, and mounted in 
balsam. 
M I C R O T E C H N I Q ~ E . - H ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~  studies were made from serial paraffin 
sections stained with Flemming's triple stain. 
RADULAE TECHNIQUE.-The radula was freed from the buccal mass by a 
2 per cent solution of potassiunz hydroxide and stained in Orange G for 
forty-five niiilutes with three volts of direct current obtained by the use of 
a step-down transformer and rectifier. The stained lingual ribbons were 
mounted in hyrax. 
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SYSTEMATIC DISCUSSION OF MICHIGAN AMNICOLIDAE 
The following section is a systematic discussioli of the living Amnicolidae 
of Michigan. Each species is discussed under the following outline: 
1. Synonymy. So far  as possible a complete synonymy is given. 
2. Distribution. There is a record niap for each species, and a general 
account is giveii. The records are based on published lists and on 
records of specimens in the Museum of Zoology, Uiiiversity of Michigan. 
' men. 3. A description of the shell and figures of each species are g' 
4. Description of the radula. A formula of dentition, the length of the 
rad~xla, the number of rows ill the lingual membrane, and a detailed and 
illnstratetl ~lesc~iption of the central, lateral, and first and second 
marginal teeth are given. 
5. Desci-iption of the animal and of the male genitalia. Characteristics of 
the animal and verge are disctlssed and figured. 
6. Discussion. Itenis such as phases i11 life history, revisioil of nomeacla- 
tnre, and ecology are discussed. 
Table I11 lists the classification einployed in this section. 
TARTIF, T I 1  
FAMILY A~INIGOLIDAE GILL 
Subfamily AMNICOLINAE Gill, 3871 
Genus Am?sicola Gould and Haldem:ln, 1840 
Subgentls Amnicola proper 
Amnicola (Anlnicol~) limosa (Say) 
An~n,icola (Amnicoln) wal7ccri Pilsbry 
Subgenus Maustonin, Baker, 1926 
Amnicola (Narstonin) l?islrica l'ilsbry 
Suhgelius Cincinnn1,ia Pilsbry, 1891 
Amnicolu (Cincinnatia) in,tcgra (Say) 
Subgenus Probyt,liinella Thicle, 1928 
Amnicola (Prob?lthinclla) binne?yana IInnnibnl 
Genus Pyrgulopsis Call and Pilsbry, 1886 
P!y?-giilopsi.~ lelsoni (Wnllicr) 
Genus Dydrobia Rartmnnn, 1821 
H?ydl-ob'i(~ nicklinianc~ (Len) 
Subfamily LITEIOGLYPIIINI\~C Fiseher, 1885 
Genus Somatog?yrus Gill, 1863 
So?r~nlog?yrrcs ~rbglobosi~.~ (Say) 
Subfanlily LYOGYRINATC Pilsbry, 1916 
Genus Lyogyrus Gill, 1863 
L?lo.q?yr?rs brotunii Carpenter 
Subfamily RULININ AE (Hannihnl) , 191 2 
Genns Bulin~us Seopoli, 1777 
Bt~lim?lc tcntnc?ilaiits (T,innneus) 
FAMILY AMNICOLIDAE (TR,YON, 1862) GILL, 1863 
~ I I E I ~ L . - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  dextral, conical, or attenuated, 4 to 8 whorls, apex ele- 
vated above the follo~viiig whorls, or truncated; aperture entire, peristome 
usually continuous, acute and simple; umbilicus perforate or imperforate; 
periostracum without color markings. 
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OPERCULUM.-Corneous or calcareous ; spiral, subspiral (paucispiral) , 
or concentric. 
RA~u~a.-From 30 to 80 transverse rows of teeth to the lingual mem- 
brane, with 7 (2-1-1-1-2) teeth to the row. Central tooth wider than high, 
with lateral angles bearing 1 to 6 or more basal denticles. Lateral teeth 
with the basal part usually lobed, peduncle long, slender, cusps few or many. 
Marginal teeth falcate, usually inultieuspid. 
ANIMAL.--Foot longer than wide, usually auriculated anteriorly, rounded 
posteriorly ; operculigerous lobe well developed, wider than the foot ; rostrum 
long; tentacles 2, long and usually cylindrical, eyes at  their outer base; gills 
generally concealed beneath the mantle lobe, the right, or principal gill, 
pectinate, with 20 to 50 laminae, the left, simple, nonfunctional, aiicl incon- 
spicuous ; genitalia clioecious ; the copulatory organ (the verge) of the male 
exserted, arising from the posterior surface of the rostrum, near the margin 
of the mantle, median or slightly to the right; the uterus lying parallel to 
the left of the intestine, the vaginal opening not extending as fa r  forward 
as the rectum. Oviparous or ovoviviparous. Eggs laid singly or in clusters. 
Lives in fresh, brackish, or marine water. Mundane. 
SHELL.-L~SS than 6 mni. in height, conical or attenuated; whorls 4 to 6, 
apex elevated above the following whorls or truncated; peristome continu- 
ous, acute and simple; umbilicus perforate or imperforate. 
OPERCULUM.-Corneous, subspiral. 
RA~u~~.-Ccii t ral  tooth wider than high with less than 4 basal denticles. 
ANIMAL AND GENITALIA-Foot auriculatecl anteriorly, longer than wide, 
dilated anteriorly, narrowed toward the middle, and expanded and rounded 
posteriorly. Tentacles cylindrical, gills pallial. Verge exserted, simple, 
bifid, or trifid; secondary lobe and accessory duct present or absent. Animal 
oviparous or ovoviviparous. Eggs laid singly. Lives in fresh, brackish, or 
marine water. Mundane. 
GENUS AMNICOLA GOULD AND I-IALDEMAN, 1841 
Amnicota Gould and Raldcman, 1841, pp. 228-29. 
SHELL.-Usually less than 5 mm. in height, conical or ovate-conic, 4 to 5 
whorls, nuclear whorl elevated above the followiiig whorls, or planorbid, or 
depressed ; aperture subcircular or ovate ; umbilicus perforate. 
RADULA.-Central tooth wider than high, with 1 to 3 basal denticles. 
GENITALIA. -V~~~~  simple or bificl, secondary lobe and accessory duct 
present or absent. Animal oviparous. Lives i11 fresh or brackish water. 
North America. 
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SUBGENUS AMNICOLA S. S. 
s ~ ~ ~ ~ . - B e t w e e i i  2 a icl 5 mm. in height, conical, 4 to 5 whorls; apex 
obtuse or planorbicl; whorls rouudecl, shoulclercd, sutures  ell impressed; 
peristome continuous, lip thin ; aperture subcircular, mainly basal ; umbilicus 
perforate, deep. 
fi~DuL~.-I~arge for the size of the animal; central tooth broader than 
high, 1 basal denticle, lateral ridge strong, central cusp lanccolate or round, 
4 side cusps, sharply poiiited; lateral tooth with 2 inner cusps and 3 or 4 
outer cusps ; marginal teeth multic~lspid. 
G E N I T A L I A . - V ~ ~ ~ ~  bificl ; secondary lobe containing the accessory duet. 
TYPE.-Pala~dina linzosa Say. 
Am~zicola (Awz~ticola) lilnosa (Say) 
P a k ~ d i n a  limosa Say, 1817, 1: 125-26. 
Paluclina povata Say, 1821, 2 :  174. 
Amnicola porata Gould, 1.841, vp. 229-30, Fig. 157. 
Amnicola povata Dc Kay, 1843, 5: 88, Pl. XXXV, Fig. 333. 
Amwicola l%mosa Ue Iiny, 1843, 5: 88. 
Anmicola limosa IIaldernna, 1845, pp. 10-11, Pl. I, Fig. 1. 
Amn%cola povnta IIaldcman, 1845, pp. 13-14, P1. I, Fig. 8. 
Amnicola limosa Stiinpson, 1865, 11. 52. 
An~nico la  porala Stimpson, 1865, pp. 12-16, Figs. 1-2. 
Amn,icola limosa Rinncy, 1865, p. 84, Fig. 166. 
Amwicola limosa Gould, 1870, pp. 293-94, Fig. 559. 
Amn%cola l in~osa  F. C. Raker, 1902, pp. 331-32, P1. XXXI, Fig. 11. 
Amnicola limosa pornta Balrer, 1902, pp. 334-35, P1. XXVI, Fig. 13. 
Amnicolu limosa Balrer, 1928, pp. 93-98, PI. VI, Figs. 1-6. 
Amnicola limosa porata Bakcr, 1928, pp. 98-101, 1'1. VI, Figs. 7, 8, 18, PI. VIII, Figs. 1-3. 
Amnicola linzosa is the most widely distributed species of the family in 
Michigan (Map 1 ) .  I t  is found i11 most lakes and streams where pollution 
or silt has not beell an agent in prohibiting its existence. I t  is usually so 
common that other aninicolids in smaller ilunlbers have been entirely over- 
loolred. This species ranges from the Atlaiitic coast as far  west as Utah, and 
from Labrador to Florida. 
SIIELL (Pl. I, Fig. l).-Broadly conic ill shape, about 4.5 mm. high, 3 
mm. micle, 4.5 whorls; apex b l ~ ~ n t ,  iiuclear whorl planorbid, later whorls 
round and somewhat shouldered, increasing gradually in size; body whorl 
round; peristonie contiiiuous, joined to the body whorl by a thin callous; 
aperture subrotnnd, mostly basal (1.52 mm. wide by 1.88 mm. high). Um- 
bilicus deeply perforate. 
614 
RADULA (Pl. 111, Fig. 1 )  .-Formula, 20 f : 15 t : 3-1-2 : -: 2-1-3 : 
1-1 
15 f : 20 f. Sixty-four rows, long in proportion to the animal (1.2 min. by 
0.18 mm.). Central tooth almost twice as broad as high (45.0 p by 23.7 y) .  
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MAP 1. Records of Amnicola (Ana~aicola) limosa (Say) in Michigan. 
base of tooth broad, pitted on ~reiitral surface ; central cusp rounded, 2 inner 
cusps, 3 outer cusps, all small and sharply pointed. First marginal tooth 
with a broad peduncle and blade; about 15 fine, ralrelike cusps. Second 
marginal tooth with a more slender peduncle, blade narrower, about 20 fine 
pectinate cusps. 
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GENITALIA (Fig. 1 ;  PI. V, Figs. 1-3).-The verge is wide, somewhat 
flattened, arising slightly to the right on the back beneath the mantle lobe. 
It bifurcates about one-third of its total length. The penis, which is on the 
right-hand side of the organ, inakes a complete coil around the secondary 
lobe and tapers to a sharp termination. The vas deferens, borclering the 
right margin of the verge, continues to the tip of the penis. The secondary 
lobe varies i11 shape I'rom a small round knob (Pl. V, Fig. 1) to a long cylin- 
drical organ truncated a t  its extremity (Pl. V, Fig. 3) .  This lobe has a 
secondary duct which terminates as a convoluted diverticulum. 
EGGS (Pl. VII ,  Fig. l).-Laid singly, lenticular in shape with a thin 
laminated crest extencling across the dorsal margin; amber i11 color. Size: 
1.3 mrn. long, 0.9 mm. wide, 0.7 mm. high. Ten days are required for the 
eggs to hatch when the water is about '76' F .  
BREEDING SEASON.-stimpson (1865 : 15) has given the nlontlls of April 
and May as the breeding season for Amnicola linzosa. I?. C. Balier (1928 : 
FIG. 1. Verge of Amnrcola (Amnzco la)  lamosa (Say),  (see also P1. V, Figs. 1-3). 
Left, with penis d~stended and secondary lobr (flagellum sheath) relaxed. The secondary 
dnct (upper margin of vclge) bcgi~ls as a. tortuous divcrticulnm back of the posterior 
region of thc rostrum. Thc function of the secretion whirl1 is produced in  thc diverticulum 
is not known. Only four of the Micl~iga~l  specics of Amnicolidae have this peculiar 
structurc. The duet along tire lower margin of the verge is tllc vas deferens. Right, penis 
colled around eiccteil secondary lobc. 
96) reportecl that egg capsules are deposited in  Ju ly  and A~xgust. The pres- 
ent investigation would indicate that there seems to be no particular time 
which might be designated as the breeding season for Anznicola linzosa. In 
February, 1935, and again in  January, 1936, A.  linzosa mas collected from 
the EIuron River near Ann Arbor. The river was partly covered with ice, 
ancl the snails were buried in the sand on the river bottom. Taken to a 
moderately warm room in the laboratory, the snails became active as the 
temperature of the water rose from near freezing to about 62' I?. Males 
were separated from the females to determine whether the sperm was car- 
ried over in  the female from the preceding season, or whether new impreg- 
nation was required for the fertilization of the eggs. Twelve days after 
collection, the females began depositing fertile eggs 011 the plants and 011 the 
sides of the aquarium. 
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Consequently, there does not seein to be a clefinite breeding season in 
An~nicola  linzosa. Egg laying seems to be regulated by the temperature of 
the water, and the siiails continue to lay eggs throughout the year if the 
water remains at  an optimum temperature. The feinale does not need to 
be fertilized if she has been impregnated by the male during the precediny 
season. 
Eco~oay.-ilmnicola limosa has a wide range i11 distribution and is found 
in creeks, rivers, and fresh- and brackish-water lakes. I t  is most abundant 
where there are thick becis of Chara, Potanzogcton, Vallisneria, and Elodea. 
These plants, however, are not used as food by the amnicolid, but they do 
harbor rich colonies of diatoms that the snails eat. 
L)~scuss~o~.--Say described Palzcdina linzosa in 1817 and P. poraia i11 
1821. Binney noticed the similarity and placed porata under synonymy of 
limosa in 1865. Other worliers since Binney's time have considered porata 
as a species, a subspecies, a variety, and a form. The name is applied to a 
shell, in general shape like that of linzosa, but attaining a greater size, which 
causes i t  to be more globular a i d  increases the ~viclth of the umbilicus. P. 
poruta is found with li??zosa aiicl is more abuildant in rivers, particularly 
where the current is con~paratively slow, than in lalres. The radula and 
the verge are identical with those 01 linzosa, and, consequently, the name 
porata is not recogizized. 
Am9zicola (Anznicola) walkeri Pilsbry 
Anznicola wallceri Pilshry, 1898, p. 43. 
Am~sicola ( M a ~ s l o n i a )  wallceri F.  C. 13alier, 1928, 13. 114. 
TYPE LOCALITY.--L~~<C? Michigan at  I-Iigh Island Itarbor, Beaver Island, 
Charlevoix Co., Michigan. 
Amnicola wa1ker.i appears to be most com111o11 in the Lake Erie drainage 
basin. A few widely scattered records havc been made ia  western and north- 
ern Bfichigan (Map 2). Wlieil the entire state has been carefully surveyed, 
walkeri may be found to be inore widely distributed than the present records 
indicate. 
SIIELL (PI. I, Figs. 2 and 3).-About 2.5 mm. high, 2.2 mm. wide, thin, 
broadly conic in outline. Four whorls iilcreasiizg regularly in size. Apex 
obtuse, elevated, whorls shouldered, convex; sutures very deep. Aperture 
almost circular (1.04 min. .wide; 1.04 mm. high). Peristome continuous, 
adnate to the preceding whorl for only a short distance. Umbilicus rather 
wide, deep. Periostracum light tan, lines of growth crowded bnt distinct, 
often concealed with a deposit from its environment. 
RADULA (Pl. 111, Fig. 2) .-Formula, 20 + : 20 1- : 4-1-2 : -- &I4. %14 : 
1-1 
20 +: 2 0 t .  Eighty-one rows, 0.76 mm. long, 0.096 mm. wide. About as 
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long as the radula of A. lustrica, but with alniost twice as many rows, very 
much narrower. Central tooth less than half as high as wide (22.5 C( wide, 
10.0 p high). Ventral lobe pointed, basal ridge strong, ceiitral cusp lanceo- 
MAP 2. Records of Amnicola (Anmicola) walkeri Pilsbry in Michigan. 
late, 4 side cusps on each side, sharply pointed. Basals 1 on each side, 
placed high on the basal ridge. Lateral without a pit;  central cusp spoon- 
shaped, 2 inner cusps, 4 outer cusps, all sharply pointed. First marginal 
scythe-shaped with about 20 cusps; second marginal slender with about 20 
very minute cusps. 
ANIMAL (Pl. V, Figs. 4 and 5) .-The body of Amnicola walkeri is heavily 
pigmented, giving it  a dark sooty color. This pigmentation is particularly 
noticeable on the head ancl becomes broadened toward the operclilum. The 
slirile gland is not concentrated in the fore par t  of the foot as i11 limosa and 
lustrica, but is loosely scattered, extending from the auriculatioii to the posi- 
tion of the pedal ganglia. 
GENITALIA (Fig. 2 ;  P1. V, Figs. 4 and 5).-The verge is bifid, with the 
peiiis arlcl the secondary lobe arising together, the penis directly anterior to  
the lobe. Both are about equal in  length, the flagellum slightly thicker and 
truilcated a t  its extremity. The peiiis gradually tapers to a sharp point. 
The flagellum has a diverticulun~ as described in 2imosa. The flagellum is 
FIG. 2. Verge of Ant?zzcola (An~n?cola) walkeri Pilsbry with penis (r ight)  enclosing 
the vas dcfcrcns; secondu1.y lob? (left)  wit11 duct ending in n diverticulum. 
retractile and occnsioaally is much shorter than the peiiis. This does not 
seem to be entirely scasoiial, certain speciineiis exhibit the relaxation during 
the spring, summer and fall, and specimens collectccl beiieatlr the ice during 
the winter months were fouacl, when examined in  the laboratory, to have 
the flagellum erected. The penis has never been observed to coil around the 
flagellum, as is usually the case with Am?~icola lin~osa. 
ECOLOGY (PI. VIII, Fig. 2 )  .-Avanicola wnlkeri inhabits sluggish streams 
and quiet ponds where the dead aquatic plants have accumulated to a thicli- 
iless of several feet. The living animal has been collected deep in  this 
accuinnlation of plants during the nioiiths of January and February. It 
has been observed that the dead vegetation, the sticlrs, and the stones were 
covered with a rusty brown deposit. The shells of this species were also 
coated, giving then1 a fine granulated appearance and obscuring the crowded 
growth lines. Although collected during every season of the year this species 
has not deposited egg capsules in  the laboratory. 
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DISCUSSION.-Anznicola wnlkeri is the smallest of the Michigan Amni- 
colidae. Prior to 1898 the species was classified as Anznicola yranum 
(= Lyogyrus yranzcm [Say] ). L. granunz is know11 oilly from the Atlantic 
drainage basin in  southeastern Pennsylvania and New Jersey. Wallrer and 
Pilsbry devoted much time to a stndy of the "granzcnz" of Michigan, actu- 
ally walkeri, and in 1898 Pilsbry described this species from specimens 
collected a t  a depth of 10 meters in  Lake Michigan a t  High Island Harbor, 
Beaver Island, Michigan. The shell of A. walkeri has been frequently elassi- 
fied, together with other shells, as that of a juvenile form of larger species. 
The shell of young Amnicola l7cstrica (Pl.  I, Pig. 4)  and the adult shell of 
walkeri arc sometimes clifficult to separate with certainty. They are about 
the same height and are Prequently found in the same region. The shell of 
walkeri may be distinguished from that of the juvenile lz~strica by its more 
conic shape, deeper sutures, rounder aperture, and wider umbilicns. The 
dai-lr pigmented animal and particularly the bifid verge will definitely 
separate walkeri from lzcstrica. 
0 enus F .  C. Balrer (1928: 114) has placed A .  walkeri under the sub& 
Marstonia Baker, relating it  to A. lzcstrica. His reasons for this are that 
the "operculum is similar to that of lacstrica but rounder with coarse longi- 
tudinal and fine spiral striae; . . . the radula is essentially that of lzcstrica; 
. . . animal : as in lzutsica." Neither the radula nor the opercnlum justify 
separation of these forms, and the animal of walkeri is certainly very dif- 
ferent from that of lzcstrica. The correlation of the shell and radula of 
A .  walkeri (Table 111), the bifid verge, and the secondary accessory duct 
bear more resemblance to Amnicola linzosa than to any other Michigan 
species. For  these reasons walkeri is considered a member of the subgenus 
Amnicola. 
SUBGENUS MARSTONIA BAKER, 1926 
S~r~r,~.-Attenuatec1, almost twice as  high as wide, apex elevated and 
acute, aperture ovate or subovate, peristome continuous, nmbilieus narrow, 
perforate. 
R ~ ~ u ~ ~ . - L e n g t h  proportionate to the size of animal, central tooth with 
a single basal denticle, central cusp spade-shaped. Lateral tooth lobed on 
basal dorsal surface, pitted on median ventral snrface, central cusp broadly 
trowel-shaped. First  and second marginals multicuspid. 
G E N I T A L I A . - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  broad a t  distal end, not bifid, penis a t  extreme right 
and projecting from rest of organ. Accessory duct laelring. 
Anz7zicolu (Murstonia) lustrica Pilsbry 
Arnnicola lustrica Pilsbry, 1890, p. 53. 
Amnicola (ilfarstonia) lustrica Baker, 1926b, p. 195. 
Lyogyrus (Mar.rtonia) lustrica Thiele, 1928, p. 378. 
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Amnicola (Marstonia) ltcstrica Pilsbry, is the second most common 
amnicolid in Michigan (Map 3 ) .  It is distributed over the entire state and 
its ecology is similar to that of limosa Say, which is the most common form 
in Michigan. 
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MAP 3. Records of Amnicola (Marstonia) I~cstrica Pilsbry in Michigan. 
SHELL (Pl. I, Figs. 4-6).-About 4 mni. high, 2.3 mni. wide, 5 whorls 
increasing gradually in size. Apex elevated, acute, sutures deeply im- 
pressed, whorls shouldered, rounded, growth lines prominent. Aperture 
ovate, angled above, ronnd below; columella nioderately curved; peristome 
continuous, joined to the body whorl from the nmbilicus to the angle. Um- 
bilicus narrow, perforate. Epidermis light tan. 
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.3-14 : RADULA (Pl. 111, Fig. 3) .-Formula, 15 + : 20 + : 4-1-3 : ---- 
1-1 
20 -E : 15t. Forty-seven rows, 0.76 mm. long ; 0.16 mm. wide. Very much 
smaller than the radula of Amnicola linzosa, and only slightly longer than 
Amnicola wallceri. Central tooth twice as broad as high (42.5 y by 20.0 y). 
Central cusp spacle-shaped, more sharply pointed than in A. linzosa. Inner 
cusps 4, less than half as long as the central, sharply pointed. Basal 
ridge strong, with 1 basal denticle which is longer than the inner cusps. 
Ventral lobe tongue-shaped. Lateral tooth with a shallow pit, central cusp 
broadly trowel-shaped. Inner cnsp often joinecl to the central cusp. Side 
FIG. 3. Vcrgc of Amnicola (Marslonia) lz~strica Pilsby. Vas defercns lying dong 
the right margin of the verge terminating in the penis. 
cusps, 2 inner ancl 3 outer, long, slender, and sharply pointed. First mar- 
ginal falcate, peduncle broad, about 20 cusps. Second marginal slender, 
peduncle narrow, more than 15 cusps. 
ANIMAL AND GENITALIA (PI. V, Fig. 6).-Very little has been published 
regarding the soft parts of Amnicola lautrica. I n  his description, Pilsbry 
(1890: 53) stated: "The ailinla1 and dentition are similar to [those of] 
A. limosa." F .  C. Baker (1928 : 106) agreed with tliis statement i11 asserting 
"animal and genitalia : not differing materially froin linznosa." Studies on 
t l ~ e  soft parts of this specics from a large series of lautrica collected in vari- 
ous parts of southern Michigan clid not confir111 this published information. 
The soft parts, particularly tlie male genitalia, are, in fact, very different 
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from those of A. limosa. 111 very young specilneils of lustrica the verge is 
simple and crescent-shaped. As it matures, the extreme right side of the 
verge, the penis, elongates, forming a finger-like projection from the rest of 
the organ (Fig. 3) .  The vas deferens extends along the extreme right 
margin. The greater part of the verge grows in width rather than in length. 
Not only does it differ i11 general shape from that of linzosa, but also the 
cliverticulum in the accessory lobe of that species is entirely lacking in 
lustrica. There are no secretory cells or anything homologous to the struc- 
ture which occurs in linzosn. A loose connective tissue fills the verge in 
lustrica, with the exception of the extreme left tip, of epithelial tissue, 
staining very rlarli in prepared specimens. 
EGGS (Pl. VII, Fig. 4) .-F. C. Balrcr (1928 : 106) figured and described 
the eggs 01 Anznicola l7cstrica as being "similar to those of limosa, but are 
often found on vegetation, especially Vallisneria." In the case of several 
female specinieils of lzcstrica that were isolated in an aquarium, cgg s were 
laid singly on the plants and 011 the sides of the aquarinm. They differ from 
those 01 limosa in being rouild and in lacking the laminated crest. As in 
limosa, the eggs arc not always laid on stoiies or plants, but have been noted 
in clumps on the surface of the water of qnitc shallow pools. A similar 
depositjon has been observed in the laboratory. 
DISCUSSION.-Arnnicola lzcstrica is often associated with Am?zicola limosa 
and inhabits the same type of enviroi~ment; it occurs on stones in rivers 
and lalres and on vegetation such as Vallisneria, Potamogeton, and Chara. 
As is also trne of linzosa, lttstrtca is sometiines a difficult shell to identify 
with certaiilty because of the wide range of variation. The river form is 
often so clifferent fro111 thc lake form that the two have been regarded as 
distinct species (Pl. I, Figs. 5 and 6) .  Fortunately, the radnla and par- 
ticularly the verge, remain fairly constant and vary only slightly during 
the different seasoils of the year. 
TYPE.-Paltidina integra Say, 1821, p. 174. 
SEIELL.-A~OU~ 5 mm. high, 3 mm. wide, heavy, spire acute, elevated, 
never depressed. Whorls rounded, shouldered, sutures deep. Aperture 
roundly ovate, peristome continuous. Umbilicus wide and deep. 
R ~ ~ u ~ ~ . - M i i i u t e  in comparison with the size of the shell. The teeth are 
smaller and have more cusps, which are smaller than those in Amnicola s.s. 
@ E N I T A L I A . - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ?  bifid, penis very short and bluntly pointed ; secondary 
lobe very rnuch larger than the penis ; accessory duct absent. 
Amrzicola (Cincin9zatia) integra (Say)  
Paludina intcgra Say, 1821, p. 174. 
Paludina cincinnatiensis Antllony, 1841, p. 279, PI. 111, Fig. 3. 
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Anmicola cincinnatiensis EIaldeman, 1845, p. 9, P1. I, Fig. 4. 
Amnicola (Cincinnatia) 1 cincinnatiensis Pilsbry, 1891, p. 327. 
Cincinnati.52 cincinnatiensis Bakcr, 1898, p. 64. 
Amnicola (Gincinnatia) cincinnatiensis Pilsbry, 1899, p. 122. 
Oincinnatia cincinnatiensis Walker, 1902, p. 35. 
TYPE LOCALITY.-Not definitely known. "Inhabits the waters of the 
Missouri" (Say). 
Amnicola (Cinc innat ia)  integra (Say), although represented by scat- 
tered records over the entire state of Michigan (Map 4) ,  does not appear 
to be a common snail. I t  is interesting to note that this species has been 
collected in the first three tiers of southcrn counties from regions near Lakes 
Erie and Michigan only. Records from the interior counties are lacking, 
probably because its environment, so unlike that of the more common amni- 
colids, is not generally known. 
SIIELL (PI. I, Fig. 7).-About 5 mm. high, 3.5 mm. wide, heavy, spire 
acute, the nuclear whorl elevated above the other whorls. The second, third, 
and fourth whorls very shouldered, the body whorl round. Aperture (2.1 
mm. high, 1.8 mm. wide), roundly ovate, angled above. Basal part not as 
convex as the rest of the aperture. Basal part of columella thickened, some- 
what straight; upper part arched. Interior of aperture usually white. 
Peristome continuous, attached to the body whorl from the angle of the 
umbilicus. Umbilicus wide, deep. Epidermis light horn color, growth 
lines fine. 
&I4. 61-9 : RADULA (Pl. 111, Fig. 4) .-Formula, 20 t : 25 t : 9-1-4 : -----. 1-1 
25 + : 20 -t-. Fifty-seven rows, 0.95 mm. long, 0.096 mm. wide. Central 
tooth quadrangular in outline, nearly two-thirds as high as broad (31.25 y 
wide, 17.5 y high). Lateral angle less flaring than in Amnicola limosa. 
Lateral ridge terminating at  its upper limit witli a single basal denticle. 
Basal denticle triangular with the cusp pointing downward. Central cusp 
short, triangular, sharply pointed. Side cusps 4 011 each side, small and 
sharply pointed. The tongue-shaped process is broad and blunt on the ven- 
tral lobe. Lateral tooth with the inner margin nearly straight, ventral 
margin broadly concave, peclnncle iiarrow at  its attachment and broadening 
without a definite demarcation between the peduncle and the blade. A shal- 
low pit beneath the cusps. Central cusp broacl, bat sharply pointed. Inner 
casps 4, the first and second attached to the central. Outer casps 9 and 
graduated in size, the largest acljacent to the central. First marginal with 
about 25 cusps, fine and sharply pointed, peduncle narrow. Second mar- 
ginal narrow, cusps too minute to be accurately counted. 
1 Cincinnatia as a section under the Genus Amnicola. 
2 Probably a typographical error for Cincinnatia. 
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ANIMAL AND GENITALIA (Pl.  TI, Fig. 1) .-F. C. Baker (1928 : 123) has 
described the soft parts of integra as follows: "Generally as in limosa ex- 
ternally . . . tentacles, eyes and verge as i11 Amnicola linaosa." From two 
localities, each representing distinct habitats (Stony Creek, Monroe County, 
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MAP 4. Records o f  Amnicola (Cincinnatia)  inlegra (k3a.y) in Michigan. 
and Lake St. Clair), more than 70 specimeiis of integra have been collected 
and later fully relaxed with the use of meiithol crystals. Even the female 
specimens differ structurally froni the feniales of limosa. It is not 
until the male external genitalia (the verge) are examined, however, that  a 
very striking difference is noted between limosn and integra. The foot i11 
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A. (Cincinnnfiu) snfcgra is broad, not auriculatecl, the 111ucous gland bor- 
dering the anterior end. Pignient is scattered over the head except on the 
rostrum, which is grayish white. Tentacles short, cylindrical. The verge 
is bifid (Fig. 4),  the penis, a t  the extreme right, is very small, rolulld, terini- 
nating ill :L blurit poilit a i d  staiiliiig clarlrer than the rest of the organ. See- 
ondary lobe very large, niore than 6 times as high or wide as the penis. 
Str~ucturally the secoiidary lobe is eolllposecl of loose connective tissue with 
several eol~clensed halitis of epithelial tissue on the dorsal surfacc. The 
diverticolam, which is present in Arnnicola limosa, is absent in integra. 
ECOLOGY.-This species was folmd crawling on the soft muddy ooze in 
Stoily Creek, Monroc County. At this locality the curreilt was slow, and 
FIG. 4. Verge of A?nnicola (Cincinnatia) intcgra ( S a y ) .  Penis, containing vas 
dcfcrcns, a t  lower riglit. 
aquatic vegetation was practically absent. No other amnicolids were taken, 
although both abovc and below this locality, where the stream becomes more 
swift and Potnmogelon and Vallisneria grow in extensive patches, Anznicola 
limosa was collected. At  these places, however, 110 specimens of integra 
were taken. One would not ordinarily select ooze from which to collect 
Amnicolidae. This is perhaps one reason why the species has not been taken 
in sonic of the counties of Michigan. I n  Lake St. Clair the specinicns were 
collected from a sandy bottom. Microscopic examitiatiolls of sections 
through the intestine reveal that the food of intcgru consists mainly of 
diatoms. 
D~scuss~o~.-A?~z~zicOla (Cincinnatia) integra (Say) is widely distrib- 
uted over the United States, occurriiig as f a r  west as Utah. It has coni- 
moilly beell classifiecl as Amnicola cincinnatiensis (Anthony). Pilsbry has 
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examined the type of Say's ~ n t e g r a  arid has illformed me that Anthony's 
cincinnatiensis ancl integra are one and the same species. Since Say's 
description of ,ilzlegra (1821) antedates Anthoay's descriptioii of cincin- 
natiensis (1841) by 20 years, cincinnatiensis is coilsidered a syuoilym of 
integra. The shell of integra has been con f~~sed  with that of 3 other species in  
Michigan, Anznicolu linzosa (Say) ,  juvenile forrns of Bzclimzcs tentacnlatws 
(Linnaeus), and Cantpelorna integrtcm (Say) .  The nuclear whorl of linzosa 
is depressed or planorbid, whereas integra has its iiuclear whorl elevated 
above the other whol.1~. Tlie wide unibilicus of iwtegra separates this species 
from the young of Campelonza or Bt~linzzts. Tlie animals of all 4 species, 
as described e l s e~~~hc re  i11 this paper, are distinctive. 
TYPE.-Cincin7zalia bin?leyalra Hannibal, 1913. 
S~~~~~.-Subcylinc.Ir ical ,  apex blunt or truncate, about 4 whorls, 3 mm. 
high, 2 mill. wide. Firs t  aiid sollietimes secoiid whorls planorbid, depressed 
below the followiiig whorl. Aperture subovate, peristome contiiiuons, ad- 
nate to the bocly whorl for a very short distance and occasioiially unattached. 
Uiiibilicas perforate and narrow. 
~ % A D u L A . - V ~ ~ ' ~  miiii~te, riii~eh smaller than the ~ ~ d u l a  of nieiilbers of the 
subgcm~s Cincinnatia, although the teeth bears some resemblailce to those of 
this sub& o eiiils. 
1 1 ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ . - I t o s t ~ l l i n  very elongated; foot slender, anriculated. 
G E N I T A L I A . - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  bilobed, biit not bifurcate as i11 the subgenus Ciiiein- 
~ i a t i a ;  right lobe loiiger tllaii left;  accessory duct absent. 
Amnicola ( P r o b y  lhi~zclla) binne~ana Hannibal 
Palud,ina obtnsa Lea, 1841, p. 34. Not Paludina obtziscl Trosctlcl, 1837. 
Pal l~d ina ema~ginata Iiiister, 1852, 1). 50, PI. X, Figs. 3, 4. 
Am~ricola emarglnata (Say) Frauenfcld, 1863, p. 1030. 
Zytlvinella oblztsa Stimpsoi~, 1865, 1). 20. 
Cincinnatia cmarginala W~lltcr,  1901, pp. 30-32. 
Amnicola (C,i?~cin?zalia) emul'g%tlala Baltcr, 1902, 1 ) ~ .  336-37, P1. 26, Fig. 70. 
Cincinmatia U%nncyan,a Hniniibnl, 1913, p. 190. 
Cincinnatia emarginala Baltcr, 1928, 1111. 126-27, Fig. 54: 1, 2. 
Cin.cinnal,ia ( P ~ o b y l l ~ i ~ ~ e l l a )  nmrpinata Thiele, 1928, pp. 369-70. 
Bol j ia (Probythinella) en~avginata Thiele, 1929, p. 140, Fig. 115. 
Va?aclcaveia emarginala Baker, 1930, p. 191, Fig. 2 :  1, 2, 9. 
Probgtllinclla binmeyana Pilsl~ry,  1934, p. 562. 
Amnicola (Prob  ythl ltella) binneya?ctl is not colnnion in Michigan 
(Map 5). I t  is restricted to the Great Lalies a i d  the immediate vicinity, 
and, according to the records, has been collected only 3 times froin rivers. 
Even a t  these statioiis tlle distance is not more than 20 miles inlalid froni the 
Great Lalres. 
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SHELL (Pl.  I, Figs. 8-12) .-Subcylindrical, apex blunt or truncate, about 
4 whorls, 3 mm. high, 2 nim. wide. First  and second whorls planorbid, 
sunken below the third whorl ; sutures well impressed. Spire slightly longer 
MAP 5. Records of Amnicola (Probythanella) binncyana Hanllihal in Michigan. 
than the body whorl. Apertare wbovate, mainly basal, 1.44 mm. high, 1.36 
mm. wicle. Columella reflected, peristome continuous, adnate to the body 
whorl for a very short distance and oceasioiially detached. Umbilicus per- 
forate, very narrow. Periostracnm light tan, gray, or white. Growth lines 
very fine. 
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6 I+ -1-6 _t 
RADULA (PI. 111, Fig. 5)  .-Forinula, 0 : 25 1- : 12-1-6 : 
3-3 
: 6-1-12 : 25 +. : 0. Fifty-one rows, 0.41 mnz. long, 0.13 mm. wide. Amni- 
cola (Probyt lz in~l la)  binneyana possesses tlie smallest radula of any Michi- 
gan aninicolid examined. A. walkeri, the sinallest representative of this 
faniily in  Michigan, has a shell oizly one-half as high as that of bi?zneya.rza, 
but has a radula iiearly twice as large as that of this species. Tlie cusps on 
the difyerent teeth are so microscopic that i t  is difficult to designate the for- 
mula. Tlie above forizn~la and tlie following clcscription of the teeth were 
determined by nzeaizs of a 1.8 oil imniersioii objective and a 15 x ocular. 
Ccntral tooth twice as broad as high (17.04 p x 7.81 y )  ; lateral ridge 
absent, the 3 basal clciiticles arising froin tlie ventral margin of the lateral 
FIG. 5. Verge of Amnicola (P~ob?ythinella) binncjana Halrnibal nit11 r:rs deferei~s 
along lower margin. 
wing. Central cusp comparatively long, narrow ancl sharply pointed with 
usually 6 fino neetllc-like cusps 011 each side of tlie central. Lateral tooth 
with the gcneral outline 01 the lateral of A. irlteg9.n. Pecl~uicle very nar- 
row, and froin the base of attachment the interlocking ridge lies inedian to 
the peduncle, coiztiiil~es throl~gh the hotly of tlte tooth, and projects hejrond 
the inner inai.giii, fonning a lioolc. Tlie distal end of the ridge is joined to 
the inner margin near the reflection and on the under side. From the cen- 
tral  cusp, causir~g it to  he milch serrated, 3 inner and 2 outer cllsps arise. 
There are 6 inner cusps aiicl 12 outer cusps. First  inargiiial scythe-shaped, 
with about 25 fine s1i;~rply pointed cusps; peduncle corriparatively broad. 
Second ~ i za~g i~ l a l  coiisisti~lg of' a sil~gle blade. Peduncle moderately large 
a t  its attachmeilt to the lingual ribbon aud tapering to a point a t  its distal 
end. 1Zefleetion and ctlsps entirely absent, a character whicli has not been 
observed in any other species of Amizicolidae. 
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ANIMAL (Pi. VI, Figs. 2 and 3)  .-White, waxy in  appearance. Rostrum 
long and slender; tentacles cylindrical. A sinall patch of light tan pigment 
a t  the base of each tentacle. Foot long a~icl narrow, auriculated. Slime 
glands chalky white and scattered loosely in the anterior part  of the foot. 
GENITALIA (Fig. 5 ;  Pl. VI, Fig. 3)  .-Verge bilobed, but tlie 2 parts not 
bifurcate. Right lobe longer thail the left, and during seasonal activity the 
right lobe becomes increasingly long as the left correspoilcliiigly decreases. 
The vas cleSerclis tortuo~ls and s~ tna ted  along the right lobe, terminating a t  
tile extreme tip. Paralleling this duct is a blood vessel ~ ~ h i c h  might easily 
be mistaken for tllr tlivrrticuluin in the seconclary lobe as found in other 
spccics of this family, r.g., A. limosn. Not only is the divertic~llum absent 
in binncyanc-r, but iieithrr are there conce~itratio~i areas of epithelial tissue 
in  the verge (as in A. ~ntegl-a) or a t  tire tips (as in A. ltcsfrlca). Baker's 
(1928: 128) statelnent that the geuitalia and animal are "similar to [those 
of'] I~n~osa"  is incorrcd. 
ECOLOGY.-This spec2ic.s lias seldo~n been lake11 alive in  Michigan, the 
majority of specinlens are fl.0111 clrift along the shores of the Great Lalres. 
A scr-ies of' 7)inne?jnnn was take11 at  Fair  Haven lZcacll (north sl~ore of I~alre 
St. Clair) in  Novernbcr, 1935. The shells were collected only a t  deptlis of 
water greater tl1a1-1 5 feet. I Iwe  they were living on Potunzogeton and also 
on the sandy bottom. A series ol' more than 200 specime~is nTas clrcdged 
frorn La 1'laisance Beach, Lake Erie, a t  a depth of 18 feet. At  this station 
no plants were talren, ancl the snails were living on thc iliarl and coarse sandy 
bottom. This slxcies appears to be most cormuon i l l  the liiajor large lakes 
of the norlhenl United States and southern Canacla. Froin dreclgil~gs it  
srerns lo be most abimtlat~t a t  depths of more than 10 feet of water. Evi- 
clence of this is also suhstantiatc~cl by the examiliation of ston~aclrs of the 
-whilefish from Clear Lalte, Manitoba, and Humbolclt Bay, Lake Nipigon, 
Ontario. A. liznneyanu made up the main bulk of the food contents of tlicse 
stol~~iichs. It is lr~low~l that whitefisli inhabit water which is near the thermo- 
cline and generally a t  depths of 60 f e ~ t  or more. 
Specimens of A. birrr~eyana from Lalre St.  Clair aiid La Plaisance Bay, 
whcn brought into the laboratory, repeatedly exhibited a positive photo- 
tropism, migrating froin the dal.lrcned side of the aquari~uin toward the 
light. A. lrnlosa, mllich were collected from the same region, but nearer the 
shore, did not respond phototropically. Fecal pellets denionstrate that the 
food of bin?~~ynrtcr onsists primarily of diatoms. 
D~scuss~o~. -The  conrplete sylloilymy of An~?zicola (Pl-obytlzinclla) 
binncya-na is complex but interesting. Lea (1841 : 34) described this species 
as Paludi?za oblzcsa, from specimens collectcd in  Ohio. Four years before 
this, Troscliel (1837 : 173) described a Vzvipara from Bengal u ~ l d e ~  the name 
Palz~dzna obt~csn. Because of this hoinonjrm, Lea's species necdecl reaam- 
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ing. Corlchologists were slo~v ill detecting this error, and the name obtzrsa 
became well establishecl. Tryon, as late as 1870, was still using Lea's name, 
although the genus Palzrclznu had been broken into several genera, "obtacsa 
Lea" being placed under the genus Bytltz?zella. 
I n  1852 IZuster (1852: 50) redescribed this species as "Palzcdt?za enzar- 
ginata Say" from specimens which hacl been wrongly identified by Broiln 
as "Limnaezcs emnrgznatz~s Say." Kiister did not propose a new specific 
name in  assigning these specimens to "enzargi~zata," but merely gave a new 
combination to Say's species of Lymrzaea. This error also became en- 
treiiched in  the literatllre. I n  fact, this species is still kno~vn by most con- 
chologists as "enzargi?zata Kuster. " 
EIaniiibal (1912: 190) pointecl out the error in using either "oblusa  Lea'' 
or " enzarginatu Kiister " ancl substituted the ilame " Ch?zci?znatia Binney-  
ana." Pilsbry (1934 : 562) reviewed the synonymy of this species, again 
pointed out the mistalce in using either Lea's or Iiiister's names, and stated 
"the species long known as obtz~sa  Lea should therefore be called Proby- 
thinella bi?zqzeyana (Hannibal). " 
As may be seen fl-orn the coi-nplete synonymy, binneyana has been placed 
uncler several genera. Because of the minnteness of the radula and par- 
ticularly the shape of the lateral tooth, i t  was regarcled by Hannibal aiid 
others as belongitig to the genus C'i?zcz1~7z(clia. 
Thiele (1928: 370) erected the subgenus Pro0yt7ztneLla f o r  cntarginatu 
(IZiister). This he first placed under the genus Ci?zeinnat?a, but later in the 
disc~lssion (1928: 378) he listed it  under the genus Hoyia  Baker. Balrer 
(1930 : 189) disregarded Thiele's subgenus and ilamed the genus Tiancleaveia 
with enzargznata ca7tadensis (Baker) as the type. 
It is apparent from the above discussion how muddled this group has 
become. Balrrr (1930 : 191) stated : "The whole family of Amnicolidae is 
ill need of revision, basecl on exaliiinatioii of genitalia and radula, and until 
such revision is made such groups as offer differences in  radula or genitalia 
must be considered as genera. When this has beell dolie i t  may be advisable 
to reduce some genera to sub-genera." The opposite poilit of view has been 
talrerl in the present stucly. Until the entire family of Arnnicolidae of North 
hmerica has been conlpletely studiecl, and the relationship that one species, 
or one genus, bears to others is establishecl, it seems better to keep the fam- 
ily as siniple aiid as unified as possible. This species is, therefore, called 
Amnicola (Probythi7zella) bi?aneyuna (Hannibal ) . 
As is true with the nlajority of A~nnieolidae which inhabit both lake and 
river enviroiiments, there is a niarkecl differelice between the shell of the 
Great Lakes b ~ n n e y a n a  and that of the river forni. ?'he lake form has been 
given specific rank by Baker (1930: 191) as Vanclcaveia lac.r~stris. There 
is a regular transition of the shell fro111 the river form (Pl.  I ,  Fig. 8) to the 
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Great Lalres form (Pl. I ,  Figs. 10-12). This transition stage is reprcseiitcd 
by specimens collected from Lake St. Clair just below the St. Clair River 
1 I ,  Fig. 9).  The radula, the animal, and the genitalia are constant in 
the speciniens from the 3 localities and a t  present are to be regarded as 
ecological forms and iiot subspecies. 
GENUS I 'YI~GUTIOPSIS CALL AND PILSBRY, 1886 
P?jr.qr/l~lopsis Call and Pilsbry, 1586, 5: 9-10. 
S I I E L L . - M ~ ~ U ~ ~ ,  ovate, or conically turreted, elongated, imperforate. 
Apex acute, aperture ovate, peristome continuous. Whorls 4 to 6. Oper- 
culum subspiral, ovate, thin, corneous, with nucleus well forward aiid 
approximatiiig the coluniella. Spiral sculpture absent or very faint. 
R~~uLa.-Central twice as broad as high, lateral angles attenuated, ven- 
tral  lobc rounclcd, basal deiiticles 1 or 2, central cusp loiig and pointed, 4 
lateral cnsps, small and poiiiteil. Lateral tooth lobed on dorsal basal sur- 
face, pitted on ventral medial1 snrface, peduiicle slender, central cusp spade- 
shaped, 2 or 3 inner cusps, 4 or 5 outer cusps. Firs t  aiid second margiiials 
falcate, malticnspid. 
Pyrgz~lopsis letsolzi (Walker)  
A m n ~ c o l u  le lsoni  Wallrcr, 1901, p. 113. 
P?yrg?rlopsis le tsoni  Walker, 1918, p. 139. 
Pyrgulopsis lclsoni (Walker) has becn collected froin Michigan only in 
the sontheastcrii counties (Map 6) .  This species had a greater range dur- 
iiig tlie Pleistoceiie than i t  seems to have a t  present. During that time it  
ranged from New Yorli to Illinois, whereas today it  has beell take11 only in 
regioi~s near Lake Erie, or from streams which einpty into this lalre. 
SHELL (Pl.  I, Fig. 13).-About 3 mm. high, 1.5 mni. wide, 5:, whorls, 
increasiiig gradually in  size. Apex blunt, elevated, obtuse, sutures moder- 
ately impressed ; the first 3 ~~d lo r l s  shouldered, tlie flattened sides becoming 
more proilounced with the ~ l l a t u ~ i t y  of the shell. Aperture (1.6 mni. high, 
1.2 mni. wide) small, ovate, angled above, rounded below; colllmella straight 
and oblique to the axis; peristome continuous, adnate or entirely free from 
the body whorl. Unibilicus ~ubimperfo~ate .  Epidermis light horn color, 
growth lilies prominelit aiid occasionally developed as striae. 
OPERCULUM (Pl.  11, Fig. 7) .-Paucispiral, ovate, thiii, basal margin 
slightly coiivex; a little more than 2 whorls, horn-colored except a t  basal and 
right margin, which are colorless ; growth lines strong, spiral sculpture faint ; 
nucleus one-fourth clistaiice froiii the base to the sumniit and toward the left 
(colnniellar margin). Attachment to the operculigerous lobe occupying the 
greater par t  of the left half of the operculum. Height, 0.95 mm., width, 
0.62 mm. 
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RADULA (PI. IV, Fig. 1 )  .-Formula, 25 - I -  : 25 + : 61-2  : ----- : 2-14 : 
2-2 
25 i : 25 t. Thirty-six rows, 0.77 mm. high, 0.08 mm. wide. Slightly smaller 
than in Py?ya~lops i s  scalarifor??~is Wolf. Central tooth twice as broad as 
high (21.3 y by 10.6 y) .  Central cusp very long and pointed, inore than 
MAP 6. ltecords of Pyrgzclopsis letsoni (Walltcr) in Michigan. 
twice as long as side cusps. Side cusps 4 on each side of central, fine and 
sharply pointed. Basal deilticlrs 2 on each side, the admediaii basals being 
the larger. Lateral tooth with a distinct triangular lobe beneath a shallow 
pit. The center cusp spade-shaped, the outer and inner cusps sharply 
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pointed. The first inner cusp usually attached to the center cusp. Firs t  
and second niarginals falcate, with 25 or more fine sharp cusps, too minute 
to be accurately counted. 
ANIMAL (Pl. VI, Fig. 4) .-Head cl~~slry brown, bocly gray, tentacles long 
and cylindrical, foot anriculated, light gray with dense patches of rliucous 
glands anteriorly. 
GENITALIA (B1ig. 6 ;  P1. VI, Fig. 4).-Verge bilobed, penis black, long, 
pointed a t  its extremity. Secondary lobe short, truncated, light gray, but 
retaining the pigment a t  the tip in stained specime~is. Accessory duct 
absent. 
Since the soft parts of no rrieinber of thc genus have been known here- 
tofore, a comparison of tlre animals of P. l c t so?~i  ancl of other species of 
P?jrg l~ lops i s  is impossible. 
FIG. 6. Verge of P~yrgz~lop.srs letsona (Wallrcr) ~ v i t l l  vas deferens lying along tIlc 
l o ~ v c r  riargiil and terinirmting in the cild of t l ~ c  pcilis. 
EGGS (PI. VII ,  Fig.  2) .-Idaid siiigly, ro1~1l(i, witllout tlie la~niiintccl crest 
as in A. lirnosa, light gray. Size, 0.4 nim. 
D ~ s ~ u s s ~ o ~ . - ~ ! j ? ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ s ~ s  lc tsoni  (Walker) ~ v a s  clescribed fro111 snbfossil 
specime~is collected by Miss Elizabctli Jennie Lets011 f1.om Goat Island, Niag- 
ara Rivev, New Yorlc, i11 1901. The shells of this species have been fouild in 
various parts 01 southeastc~r~~ Michigan froni the west end of Lake Erie, the 
Rivrr Raisin, to the H11~o1i River above Millord. I n  spite of extensive 
search in  rpgio~ls wl~ere the clcad shells .\yere collected, no living speciinens 
were f o ~ ~ n d .  This, i t  is now clear, was due to the peculiar ecology of lctsoni,  
whicli differs from that of any other aninicolid of Michigan. A c h ~ e  to its 
e~lvironrne~lt was obtained when the Argo Pond (an artificially dan~i~ led  area 
in the IIuron River above Ann Arbor, Michigan) was clraiued (Pl. VIII ,  
Fig. 1). This created xilore suitable conditions for collecting in the river 
bed. While working there, several fresh shells of P. letsoni were talcen, 
although the bodies and opercula were gone. A search i a  the thick beds of 
Chara,  Pota?lzogrto?z, and Vallls?zeria which bordered this channel did not 
reveal even a dead shell. 
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On returning to the river bed, I discovered inore dead specimens. An 
examination of the larger stones presented another problem. These glaci- 
ated igneous stones are encrusted ~ ~ ~ i t l i  thick deposits of calcium carbonate 
laid dovim by aquatic plants. The lime has undergone partial solution, form- 
ing deep hoileycombed cavities (Pl.  VII, Fig. 6 ) ,  which serve as reservoirs 
for silt, mucl, and algae ancl conceal any small shells which niight be present. 
The contents of these cavities were carefully examined and finally the first 
living specimen of P. letsoni mas discovered in the deep recess of a cavity 
011 the underside of a stone. By vigorously shali-iag the stones in a pail of 
water and then pouring the contents of the pail into a fine sieve more than 
40 specimens were collected. 
This shell, although distinct when its characters are linown, might be con- 
fused with that of jnvenile forms of Anznicola lustrica or Hydrobia  nicklini- 
ana. I t  nlay be distingnished from lzcstrica by its flattened sides, ovate 
apertnre, and snbilnperforate umbilicus. I t  nlap be separated from nick- 
lininna by the flatter whorls, more shallow sutures, and the elevated nuclear 
whorl. The soft parts of these species are even more distinct. Each of the 
three has a characteristic environment, although in collecting letsoni several 
lustrica were seen on the same stones, but not in the cavities. 
GEKUS HYDROBIA  HARTAIAXN, 1821 
Hydvobia Hartmann, 1821, p. 47. 
Paludina Lea, 1839, p. 92. 
Paludestrina D 'Orbigay, 1840, p. 381. 
Bithinie Moquin-Tandon, 1851, p. 239. 
Bytl~i?lella Stimpson, 1865, p. 19. 
Bytl~inella Binney, 1865, pp. 67-68. 
Stln~psonia Clessin, 1878, p. 151. 
Palz~clest~ina Pilsbry, 1899b, p. 22. 
Stimpsonia Baker, 1928, pp. 131-32. 
Pontigens Pilsbry, 1933, p. 12. 
Hyc7robia Pilsbry, 1934, pp. 559-60. 
Hyr7robia Henderson, 1935, p. 194. 
S ~ ~ ~ ~ . - i l ~ e r a g i l l g  about 3 nim. in height. elongate-coaic or attenuate, 
whorls inflated, sutures well impressed, apex elevated, peristoine continuous, 
aperture snbovate, nlnbilicus subperforate. 
R~~u~A.-Comparatively large for the size of the animal, central tooth 
n7ith a single basal denticle, lateral lobed on basal dorsal surface, pitted 011 
ventral median surface. First and second marginals multicnspid. 
GENITALIA.--B~~~~ or trifid verge. 
ECOLOGY.-Generally found in cold springs. 
H y d r o  bia ~zickli.tzia~za (Lea) 
Pal?tc7ina nickliniana Lea, 1839, p. 92, P1. XXII, Fig. 109. 
A7nnicola attenziaia Haldeman, 1842, p. 200. 
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Amn%cola nicliniana Halcleman, 1845, pp. 19-20. 
Amn,icola altent~ata EIaldeman, 1845, 11. 22, PI. I, Fig. 13 (named elongata on plate). 
Bythinella Niclcliniana Stimpson, 1865, p11. 19-20. 
B?jlhinella allenz~ata Stimpson, 1865, p. 20. 
Bythinella nickliwiana Binncy, 1865, pp. 68-69, Figs. 133-34. 
Bybl~inella atle?iuata Binncy, 1865, p. 68, Fig. 132. 
B?jtl~inclla ttenuala Tryon, 1870, p. 46. 
Bytl~inclla niclcliniana Tryon, 1870, p. 46. 
Palzcdestrina nickliniana attenuata Pilshry, 1899b, p. 22. 
Paludestrina nickliniana Balrer, 1902, pp. 338-39, P1. XXVI, Fig. 11. 
Stimpsonia niclcliniana Balter, 1928, pp. 132-36, P1. VII, Figs. 9-12. 
Slimpsonia nickliniana attenuata, Baker, 1928, pp. 136-37, PI. VII, Figs. 13, 14. 
Posc1,igens nickliniana, Pilsbry, 1933, p. 12. 
Hydrob ia  nickliniaqla (Lea) has a rather wide distribation in the United 
States, occurring from Peunsylvania to Wisconsin and froin Ontario to Ala- 
bama. I t  has becn collected i11 western atid southwestern Michigan and also 
a t  Port Austin a i d  Eush Lake, Huron County (Map 7) .  There are two 
possible explanations for the Huron County records. The species inay liave 
been i~ltroduced with water cress. A more probable explanation is based on 
the positioil of tlie late glacial lakes, Arlroila and the Grand River outltlt, 
Lalre Whittlesey and the Ubley outlet; and, finally, Lalre TVarren and tlle 
Grand Eiver outlet. During the late history of the glacial lakes the Sagi- 
ilaw Bay region drained ~vest~vard through the Grand River channel cmpty- 
ing into Lalie Chicago. I t  seenis reasonable to suppose that tliis co~ltirluous 
waterway system had much the same fauna throughout its length. Sup- 
porting eviclence of this is founcl among certain naiads of Michigan. Acti- 
nonaias cllipsi/ornais (Conrad), for example, is present in the western drain- 
age basins of Michigan but not in such rivers as the Rouge, Clinton, Huron, 
and Raisin. Curiously enough, this species inhabits the Saginaw River clrain- 
age basin, which now discharges its waters illto Saginaw Bay. I I yd rob ia  
nickl in iana may liave inigratetl np the Grand River outlet or, possibly, tlie 
stock came from Ontario drainage basins. 
SIIELL (Pl.  I, Fig. 16).-Attenuate, more than twice as liigli as vide 
(about 4.5 mm. high, 2 nim. wide), 52 whorls, inflated, sntares deep, apex 
bluiltly elevated above the following whorls. Apertnre ovate (1.44 mm. 
high by 1.16 nlm. wide), peristome continuons, ~ulnbilicus snbimpcrlorate. 
Lines of growth somewhat coarse. I'eriostracum light horn color. 
+I-4 
~ ~ A D U L A  (Pl.  IV, Fig. 2) .--Formula, 25 k : 20 =ir: : 3-1-2 : ------ : 2-1-3 : 
1-1 
20 2 : 25 t. Comparatively loiig (1.18 mm. by 0.125 innl.), 87 rows. 
Central more than twice as wide as high (32.5 by 15 y),  lateral strong 
with a single basal clenticle, basal lobe deep aiid liarrow, central cusp narrow 
and sharply pointed, lateral cusps sharply poiiitecl, geiierally 4, occasionally 
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5, the fifth being blunt and small. Lateral tooth with a strong dorsal basal 
lobe and a deep veiit,ral niedian pit, central cusp wide, spade-shaped, 2 small 
inner cusps, the iniiermost being sharply pointed and longer than the other, 
which is blunt; 3 outer cusps, all sharply pointed, the innermost being the 
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MAP 7. ltceords of Hydrobia nickliniana (Lea) i n  Michigan. 
largest. First marginal tooth multicuspid with about 20 fine comblike 
cusps, peduncle somewhat broad. Second marginal tooth with iiumerous 
short, fine cusps, too minute to be accurately counted. 
GENITALIA (Fig. 7 ;  P1. VT, Fig. 5).-Verge arising as a large single 
organ from the posterior end of the rostrum directly be~leath the mantle. 
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Remaining as a single organ for a comparatively short distance, the verge 
usually splits into 3 units, occasionally 2, the penis being a t  the extreme 
right. Each of the other 2 lobes has ail accessory duct which is tortuous, 
the extrenle left duct being the smaller in diameter. The middle duct ter- 
minates as a large bliiicl sac. The 3 lobes that comprise the external verge 
vary greatly in shape. Usually, the niiddle lobe is the longest, but a t  times 
the penis exceeds the length of the other 2 lobes and is gyrate. Occasion- 
ally, the 3 may be of equal length. I11 a large series of nickliniana a few 
FIG. 7. Trifid verge of Hyc7~obia nickliniana (Lea). The extreme right  lobe is the 
penis. The function of the other two ducts in the le f t  and  middle lobes is uukno~vn. 
specimells possessed a verge of only 2 lobes, the extreme left lobe being 
absent. 
ECOLOGY (Pl. IX, Fig. 1) .-Hydrobia nickli?ziana, because of its eaviron- 
ment, has been popularly called the "water cress snail." It is usually 
present in cool, shallow springs where water cress grows in a thick mat;  
water an inch or so deep allows this species to thrive in such numbers as to 
blacken the stems of the cress. As many as 20 specimens were removed 
from a small sprig of water cress from the spring near Button Lake. 
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DISCUSSION.-The use of the generic naiue Hydrobia was aba~zdoned for 
a time. I t  was considered preoccupied by Hydrob,izcs, a genus of Coleop- 
tera. Recent rulings of the International Coinillissioiz on Nomenclature, 
however, have inade valid the use of similar a and 21s endings, e.g., "Conzc- 
li,n?,is von Martens (1895) is not preoccapied by Connlina Brolz~l (1835), ":' 
and, consequently, the name Hydrobicc has again been established for this 
genus. 
The species under d i sc~~ss io~l  has been classified by most workers in this 
centjury as Palzcdest~ina n.ickLiniuna. There is some doubt that this group 
of izearctie ai-i~nicolicls is congeneric with the European Palzcdestrina. 
Hydp.obia has priority over Palz~destrina by allnost 20 years. Baker (1928: 
132-36) revived Clessin's Stimpsonia (1878) for nickliniana. Stimpsonia 
is preoccupied in Hemichordata (Girard, 1853) and also in Crustacea (Bate, 
1862), and, therefore, is rejected in Mollusea. Pilsbry (1933 : 12) substi- 
tuted the genus Fontigens for Clessin's Stinzpsonia. Hydro?jia, lilie the 
other fresh-water rissoids, is only slightly Iino~vn. The genitalia and 
radulae have bcen studied in only a few of the many species consigned to 
the group. It seems a sound policy to leave nickliniana within this genus 
until s11el1 time as a more complete linowleclge and truer concept of the 
Amnicolic1a.e may be had. 
I n  large colonies some specimens of H. nickl,i.rziana become more atteau- 
ated than average individuals. These forllis have beell give11 the variet,al 
name attcnzcata Haldeman. There is no difference in  the radula, genitalia, 
or ecology to warrant the use of this trinonzial, and it  is therefore discarded. 
Shell ranges from minute (Coclzliopa) to comparatively large (Flunzini- 
cola). Spire short, body whorl large, coluinella usually thickened ; oper- 
culnm corncous, subspiral. Central tooth of radula with several basal 
tlenticles. 
GENUS SOMA II'OGYRUS GILL, 1863 
Palurlinta Say, 1825, p. 125. 
Arrbnecola 'l'ryon, 1862, p. 276. 
So?natogylrcs Gill, 1863, p. 2. 
Son~alogyrz~s Bnlrcr, 1902, pp. 339-40. 
So?t~alogyri~s Walker, 1918, p. 32. 
E~rgella F. C. Balicr, 19268, p. 196. 
So~natogyrzcs F. C. Balrer, 1998, pp. 146-47. 
Birgella F. C. Balter, 1928, pp. 154-55. 
Shell usually thicli, imperforate or narrowly perforate, spire short, body 
whorl large, rouiid, coluilzella thicliened. Operculnm corneous, subspiral. 
3 See " Jnternxtionnl Eulcs of Zoological Nome~lclutnrc, ' ' Proc. Biol. Soc. Wasll., 39 
(1926), Opinion 86: 102. 
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Radula with several basal denticles on central tooth; lateral tooth lobed and 
pitted ; marginals inulticuspid. 
Somatogyrzis szcbglobosus ( S a y )  
Pala~dina subglobosa Say, 1825, p. 125. 
Melania isogona Say, 1829, p. 277. 
Palz~dina sa~bglobosa EIaldcman, 1845, pp. 10-1 1, PI. X, Fig. 7. 
Somatogyrt~s isogona Stimpson, 1865, pp. 10-11. 
Sornatogyrus isogonus Binney, 1865, p. 77. 
Somatogyrus subglobosa~s Tryon 1870, pp. GO-61. 
Somatogyra~s ~~bglobosus Baker, 1902, pp. 340-41. 
Birgella suhglobosus Balrer, 1928, pp. 155-59. 
Xomatogyrzcs subgloboszis (Say) is a deep water inhabitant. I t  has sel- 
dom been taken alive in  Michigaii, inost records representing beach drift. 
This species is restricted to the Great Lalres and decp rivers, e.g., the Grand 
River (Map 8 ) .  
S ~ E L L  (Pl.  11, Fig. 1 )  .-Comparatively large, subglobose (9.2 inm. high, 
6.8 mm. wide), 4$ whorls, romided, shouldered, satures iinpressecl, spire 
short, body whorl large; pcristoiiie continaoas, lip not thiekeiled, eolumellar 
axis reflected ; al?erlare subovate (5.1 mill. high, 3.8 inm. wide) ; umbilicus 
narrow, perforate; lines of growth fine, somewhat crowded; periostracum 
light horn color. Operculum subspiral (Pl.  11, Fig. 3).  
41-3  RADULA (Pl. IV, Fig. 3)  .-Form~~la, 10 -+ : 13 i : 5-1-2 : -- : 2-1-5 : 
3-3 
13 t : 10 i. Leilgtll of lilrgual ribbon, 1.25 111111.~ width, 0.325 mm. Porty- 
eight rows. This radula is larger than that of' any other Michigan ainni- 
colicl, iiiclucliilg Bl i l /~na i s  ic?ziacz~lutzis. Central cusp broader tlzail high 
(57.75 p by 34 p) ,  3 basal denticlcs, the innerinost being tlie largest; central 
cusp biCurcatc, proclucing an a s y m ~ u e t ~ y  in  the central toothJ4 the main cusp 
unnsually long and dagger-shaped, lateral cusps ( 3  on tlie right, 4 on the 
left) are sinaller and sharply pointed; basal par t  roulid. Lateral toot11 wit11 
basal par t  of the blade lobed on the dorsal surface a i d  pitted on the median 
ventral surface; ceiitral c~ isp  long, some~vhat sleader, sharply pointed; 2 
inaer and 5 outer ci~sps all sharply pointecl, peclancle short ill con~parison 
to the blade. First  i~larginal with about 15 sharply poiiltecl ralrelike teeth, 
peduncle with 2 strongly supporting ribs. Second marginal with about 10 
sharply pointecl cusps. 
GENITALIA (Fig. 8) .-Verge proportionate to the size of the animal, aris- 
ing soine little distance behind the tentaelcs, slightly to the right. Bifur- 
4 This enlidition was at first tllouglit to I)e n malforination of the lingual ribbon. It 
appears, hornever, to be a coilslant character in:rsmuch as every ribbon cvamincd thus far 
(material from widcly separated localities) has this emious splitting of the central cusp, a 
eonditioii lieretofore unreported in the A~nmiicoliclae. 
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MBP 8. Records o f  Sornatogyrzis slibglobosus ( S a y )  in Michigan.  
the verge of sz~bglobosus. At times the secondary lobe retracts, becoming 
about the same length as the peais. This alters the width of both lobe and 
penis, causing an increase in  width and thickness i11 each. The species does 
not have a secondary blind duct in  the accessory lobe as do A. linzosa and 
B. tentaculatz~s. 
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ECOLOGY.-Sontutogyr~s stcbglobos~~s is a deep water inhabitant. Speci- 
mens have been dredged frorn a depth of 15 feet hi La Plaisance Bay, Lake 
Erie, during the course of this study. It was take11 ~vi th  Amnicoln (Proby- 
th7nclla) bzwneyuna (Hannibal). 
DISCUSSION.-I?. C .  Baker (192611: 193-205) erected the new geiius 
Bzrgella for the reception of s7~bglobostcs for the reason that "the penis [is] 
muell longer thaii the flagellum sheath which is short arid conical or coni- 
prcsscd" and that the central tooth of the raclula has "a long pointed c2eii- 
FIG. 8. Verge of Somalogyrus s ~ ~ b g l o b o s z ~ s  (Sag).  Penis, containing vas deferens, 
is at the right. 
tral cusp which reaches ~lear ly  to the base of the tooth, the lateral ridge with 
but one large clenticle and t~vo  smaller ones below." EIe further added : 
"T l~e  vergc cloes not appear the same in  different iiiclivich~als (in spirit) and 
these probably represent different degrees of contraction." No verge in the 
Amnicoliclae coulcl appear ~ ia tura l  after the live animal has been killed in  
alcohol. The verge shoald always be examined frorn living specimens, 
which, after being narcotized with the ai~imal in  a fnlly relaxed condition, 
should be lrilled, fixed, and the verge re-examined. Only those specimens 
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which exhibit the same general features as thosc in the live aniinal should 
be described and figured as typical representatives of the species. Since the 
large liiajority of species of Sonzatogyrus are liilowii from the shell only, 
there is insufficiel~t evidence a t  present to warrant a separation of this genus 
ailil the establishnient of Rirgel lu  for the receptioii of the single species 
szcbglo6oszcs. 
Bythininae, Gill, 1863. 
Bulimidae, I-Iannibal, 1912. 
Shell ovate, conlparativel y large ( 1 0  mm. ) , peristoine generally thicli- 
ened. Operculu~li calcareous, coiicentric. 
GENUS B U L I M U S  SCOPOLI, 1777 
Bztlinvus Seopoli, 1777, p. 392. Type by designation: Hclix tenfaculala Linnaeus, Pilsbry 
and Bequaert, 1927 : 214. 
Billrynia Lcaeh, 1818, Abel, p. 362. Typc: IIelis tcntaczclata Linnaeus. 
Bitl~inia Gray, 1824, p. 277. Monotype: Ilelix tenlaculata Linnaeus. 
Bythinia MacGillivray, 1844, 11. 124. Xiloaotype: Helix lentaculata Linnaeus. 
Elona Moquin-Tandon, 1855, pp. 516, 527. Type by designation: Helix tenlaculata 
Linnaeus. 
Byt7~inia Gray, Stimpson, 1865, p. 4. 
Bulimr~s Seopoli, Dall, 1892, pp. 334-35. Typc by eli~nination: Ifelix tentaculata Linnacus. 
Bt~lim?rs Seopoli, Pilsbry, 1895, 1qj. 2 4 .  
Bythinia Gray, F. C. Baker, 1902, pp. 328-30. 
Buliqnus Seopoli, I-Iam~ibal, 1912, 1111. 183-84. 
Bythinia Lcaeli, Wnlltcr, 1918, p. 28. 
Bulimz~s Scopoli, Pilsbry and Bcqunert, 1927, 1111. 214-15. Type by designation: Zel ix  
lentaczrlata Linnaeus. 
Bithynia Leaell, Tliiele, 1929, p. 154. 
B~i t l~ynia  Leach, Kcnnard, 1941, pp. 262-63. 
Shell conlparatively large ( 1 0  min.), inzperforate, aperture ovate. Rad- 
ula with central tooth broader than high, basal deilticles numerous. Verge 
bificl. 
Type.-IIelix tentaczilaia Lilinaeus. 
DISCUSSION.-The synonomy of tliis genus clearly indicates that there is 
a cluestion whether the nanie should be Bzi lw~lcs  or Bit lzynia ( B y t h z n l a ,  
Bithinia). The very illvolved history of these naines has been published by 
several authors : Dall (1892 : 3 3 5 ) ,  Pilsbry ( 1 8 9 5  : 2-5 ; 1927 : 214-15) ,  Han- 
ilibal (1912: 183-84). These rile11 came to the coiiclusion that Bzi l imz~s  
~iiust  be used in place of B ~ l l r y w l a ,  alicl that the genotype should be H e l i x  
tentaczclata Liniiaeus. Si~iith ( 1 8 9 4  : 636) and IZelinard aiid Wood~vard 
(1924: 125-28) have claimed, however, that Buliwzz~s is not valid and that 
B y t h ~ l z r u  is the proper genus of t e ~ ~ f n c l i l n t a .  Pilsbry presented the problem 
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to the International Coinlnissioiz on Zoological Nomenclature. The coininis- 
sion voted (see Ol)i~non 116, 1931 : 6-17) that i t  "does not interpret Bzilinaus 
Scopoli, 1777, as an obvious typographical error" of Bzilinzis Aclaiisoii, 
1757, as was clainzecl by Wooclward. ICeuiiarcl (1941 : 262-63) stated: "The 
continuecl use of this name [Bithynla Leach] insteacl of Bzilimus Scopoli is 
urged for i t  is clear that all the facts were not submitted to the Commission 
ancl their decision was against the eviclence." He does iiot mention what 
facts were witlilield which would have altered the clecision. Therefore, in  
coiiformity with the clecisioli of the Interiiational Conzinission on Zoological 
Nomenclature, the genus Bzilinzzis Scopoli, 1777, is recogi~izccl and B1thy7zia 
is considered a syllonyin. Pilsbry (1927 : 214) has named Helix ie~ztaciilata 
Linnaeus as the type of Bzilinzzis. 
I l ~ l r x  te?btaculata Linnaeus, 1758, p. 774. 
Bz~lanzzts tcnlac?rlata (Linnneus) Seopoli, 1777, p. 392. 
Brthynia lenlacz~lala (Linnaeus) Leach, in Bhel, 1818, p. 362. 
U~tIiznia tentact~lala (Linnaeus) Gray, 1824. 1). 277. 
B?ylliznta l en iac~~ la ta  (Linnacus) NncCillivray, 1844, p. 51. 
Blona tcnlaculaia (Linnaeus), Moqnin-Tnndon, 1855, pp. 516, 527. 
Grtlr?n?rs tenlac~rlntus magnalac~rslrzs I?. C. Bal<cr, 1928, pp. 81-89. 
Bzilinzzis tcntaczilatus (L.) was introduced into the eastern United States 
from Enrope. I t  has spread into the Great Lakes, possibly through the 
Erie Canal or the St. Lawrence River. As yet i t  seems to be limited to 
Lnlies Erie, St. Clair, Haron, and Michigan, ancl the territory adjacent 
thereto (Map 9) .  It probably is living in Lalie Superior, although it has 
not been reported from there. 
SHELL (Pl.  11, Fig. 2) .-Bzilinzzis te~ztaculatzts (Linnaeus) is the largest 
species of Aninicolidae known i11 America. About 11 min. high, 6.5 mni. 
wide; 5% whorls, somewhat flattened, sutures shallow, nuclear whorl promi- 
nent and miell above succeeding whorls. Aperture oval (4.5 nim. high, 3.3 
mm. wide), peristonie coiitinuons, lip somev~hat hickened. Umbilicus iin- 
pcrlorate. l'eriostracum horn color. 
OPERCULUM (PI. 11, Fig. 5).-Concentric in growth, calcareous in com- 
position. I n  its embryonic development the opercnlum of B. tentaczclatus 
is subspiral and corneous as are the opercnla of North American amnicolids. 
After hatching, the secretory par t  of the opel-culigerous lobe is iiot limited 
to the parietal-marginal sicle only, ba t  new growth is added in eoiicentrie 
rings. Accompanying this growth, calcium carbonate is laid down between 
the dorsal and ventral surfaces, producing a thick opaque operculum. This 
type of operculum is unknown i11 any native North Americaiz species of 
Amnicolidae. 
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4-14 RADULA (Pl.  IV, Fig. 4 )  .-Formula, 12 * : 15 k : 4-1-2 : ---- : 2-14 : 
6-6 
15  & : 12 k. Fifty-six rows, 1.25 mm. long, 0.207 mm. wide. Central tooth 
broader than high (72.5 y wide, 41.25 p high). Lateral ridge strong, with 
. .c<o.m, a, %.,c,"c", 
0 .<-us -.co o" L,,c..,".c 
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MAP 9. Rceords of Rulimus tentacz~latus (Linnaeus) in Michigan. 
about 6 basal teeth, the largest being innermost. Basal lobe pointed or bluiit, 
thicker than the middle par t  of the tootlr. Central cusp sharply pointed, 
becomiiig spade-shaped with wear. Lateral cusps 4, comparatively small, 
pointed. Lateral tooth lobed on the outer surface, pitted on the underside. 
Peduncle slender, central cusp broad and spade-shaped, 2 inner cusps, with 
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an occasional third very small a ~ i d  blunt. Outer cusps 4, sharply pointed. 
Firs t  marginal, rnulticuspid, has about 15 sharply pointed cusps and is more 
sturdy in structure than that of any other Michigan ainnicolid. Peduncle 
more robust toward the middle. Seconcl marginal, multicuspid with about 
12  slencler cusps which circumscribe the tip of the blacle. 
FIG. 9. Verge of Btc1irnts.c tentaculattcs (Linnaeus). Thc secondary lobe (left)  con- 
tains an accessory duct. Right lobe is the penis wit11 the vas deferens. 
GENITALIA (Fig. 9)  .-Verge bifid, the penis and secondary lobe are about 
equal in length. Tlie forking is situated about the middle of the verge. 
The penis is Inore slender than that in Somatoyyrzcs  sz~Dglobosus. The sec- 
ondary lobe, truncated a t  its extremity, contains an accessory duct which 
cirds blindly, as in A m n i c o l a  limosa. 
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EGGS (Pl.  VIT, Fig. 3).-Deposited in a cluster of 8 to 12 eggs to the 
mass. This disposition has not been observecl ill any native North American 
amnicolid." 
D~scussro~.-R~rli~~z~rs / c z t u c ~ r l a f z i s  (L.) is a Enropean species, intro- 
duced into Ainerica about 1870. I t  was reported fro111 the southeastern 
shore of Lalie Ontario a t  Oswego, the Erie Canal a t  Syracnse, and from West 
Troy i11 tlie year 1888. I ts  spread has been conlinuous since that tjnle, 
aiid it has invaded Toronto, Canada, the shores of Lake Erie, the Detroit 
River, Lalre St. Clair, Lakc Huron, and Lake Michigan. As early as 1891 
it  was Prom Black Lalie, Ottawa Com~ty,  Michigan. I t s  shells are 
liow ainong the most ab~uiiclant of those in  the Great Lakes. Not only has its 
spread hem rapid, but tlie species has thrived in its iiem environment, its 
shells in this cor1ntl.y are larger aiid more llandsoine than are those in Europe. 
Beaucliai~ip (1886 : 114-15) wrote : 
I t  (B. totlaczclatzrs) lias ilow become the most abu11d:nit shell in the canal in tha t  vicin- 
i ty (Syracuse, N. Y.). I collect,ed, last spring on a gravelly bottom iu t l ~ c  anal, favorable 
to Goniobasis Virginica and livesccns, but found only dead shells of these, while every stone 
was occupied by tlie Bytl~inias. I tl~inlt they devourcd the food of the others, and so 
starved them out. 
Baker (1902 : 330) reported : 
The Lakc View water supply [of Chicago] has been sriionsly t h rea t c~~ed  by the 
prcscnee of tlie snall (B. lentacnlal~is). T l ~ e  small seivice plpcs became el~olted a ~ i d  in 
many p r~va te  houscs a tunlblerful of these animals m:\s talrcn froin the f:~ucct. Investi- 
gation a t  the Lake View crib showed tha t  the screel~s were piovided with suc l~  a large mesh 
tha t  tlie eggs gained access to the maill tunnel and there devclop~d, the force of the watcr 
drawing them fa r t l~e r  an2  farther into the tu~lnel  until thry finally appeared in  the 
service pipes. 
This species, when mature, is one of the easiest to identify of Michigan 
amnicolids. I ts  large size, iiiiperforate uinbilicus, and concentric operculum 
readily reveal its identity. Juvenile specimens, however, bear some reseni- 
blance to other species of Anz?zicola, e.g., limosu aiicl integra. By nieans of 
a hand lens one may iiotice that there are fewer whorls in  the young Bzcli- 
mus, a narrower umbilicns, ancl the outer margins of the opercnluin are 
concentric. 
Because of the subspiral operculum i11 the embryonic Bzclinzus, it is 
reasonable to believe that thc ancestors of this species were paucispiral- 
operenlates, as are the majority of Aninicolidae living a t  the present time. 
Bulimzu, therefore, seeins to have evolved further than the other members 
of its family. This is substantiated by the fact that the basal denticles are 
more numerous in this genus than they are in  its relatives. 
6 Stimpson, 1865, described and figured eggs in a c:~psnle which he thought were those 
of Plzlminicola. This genus lays its eggs singly and not in clusters. 
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SUBFAMILY LPOGYRINAE PILSBRY, 1916 
Sl~ell  niirmnte, conical, turreted or subdepressecl. Opercnlum spiral. 
Radula coiilparatively long, central tooth with 1 or 2 basal clenticles. 
GENES LYOGYRUS GILL, 1863 
L y o g y ~ z i s  Gill, 1863, p. 34. 
Shell about 2.5 mm. lrigh, coiiical or turreted. Opercul~~iii  spiral (PI. 11, 
Fig. 4) .  Ratlula comparatively long, similar to that of Ananicola walkcri; 
the central tooth has 1 or 2 basal denticles. 
I , ~ o ~ I J ~ . z ~ s  b rouivii (Carpc~i te r )  
A m n ~ c o l u ,  Frownz~  Ca~pcnter,  1872. 
lra7?1c~lc~ (T3tjo,q~rzr.s) b~ozunaz. Carpenter, 1889, p. 67. 
Lyogyrzls b7ozu71i~ Pilsbry, 1802, p. 83. 
The genus L y o g y r u s  is lilio~\l~i from IVI~clllgau by a single slxcillicn (Univ. 
Mich. Mus. Zool. No. 91723) collectetl by DeCainl? ahont 1880 from Eagle 
Mill Springs, a lev7 wiles nest of Grand 12apids (ATal-, 10) .  Lyocj?jrzcs 
Orownrl is a t  preselit lmown only froill the Atlantic states (Massachusetts, 
Rl~ocle Island). Since DeCamp's timr, Grancl Iiapicls has expanded, and 
several other conchologists and I have visited the spriligs 11eav tlre city, but 
this species has never been rediscovered. Because of the fact that only 1 
speciiiie~i has bceil collected, and that fa r  relnovecl froill its lcnon-11 rtrnge, 
dolrbt is entertained that L y o g y r a ~ s  is native to Michigan. I t  is possible that 
this specimen came from 1Ce11t County, Rhode Island. 
SIIELL (Pl.  I, Fig. 15).-Tnrreted, as wide as high (2.4 mm. higli, 1.5 
mill. wicle), 4; whorls, iaflatecl, sutures very deep, apex blunt, first whorl of 
protocoach planorbid. Peristome continuo~xs, separated froin tlie body 
whorl by a narrow margin, aperture subcircular (0.88 mm. high by 0.80 nim. 
wide), colnniella reflected. IJnibilicas eoinparatively wide, deep. Shell thin, 
lilies of g r o ~ v t l ~  five, periostracum light horn color wlie~i cleaned froiil tlie 
adliering deposit. 
OPE~~CULUM.-Spiral, cllitiiiol~s. 
R ~ ~ r r ~ ~ . - u n k n o w n .  
ANIMAL AND G E N I T A L I A . - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ .  
DISCUSSION.-This specimen has been classified i11 preceding plxblications 
(Walker, 1895, 1911 ; Winslow, 1926) as Valvuta pzcpozdca Gol~ld (Decamp, 
1881) ancl L ? j o g y ~ z t s  p u p o i d e ~ i s  (Goulil). L?jogyrzis brotu7zii differs from 
~~~rpoit1c1c.s (Pl.  I ,  Fig. 14) in the tnrl.eted spire, the depth of the sutures, 
the greater iaflatioli of the nl~orls ,  aiid in the shape of thc umbilicus. 
The genus L y o g y r z ~ s  has 5 describecl species and belongs to the falnia of 
the eastern aiicl southern United States. Since this gelills has  the general 
shell contour and the raclula of an Arnnicola but the operculum of a Valvata,  
i t  has been revised from Palz~dina to Valvuta to Am?zicola and is a t  present 
regarded as a member of the subfamily Lyogyrinae. There has been no 
opportunity to examine living material of this genus. 
Mar  10. Records of Lyogyrus brownii (Carpentcr) in Michigan. 
THE GENUS POMATIOPSIS TRYON 
Two species of Pomat,iopsis are lrnown fro111 Michigan : lapidaria and c i~z-  
cinnatiensis. Since these shells bear some resenlblance to certain species of 
Amnicolidae and have been regarded as belonging to that family, ~ lnde r  the 
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subfamily Poinatiopsinae, they are briefly discussed in this study of Miclii- 
gan Ainnicolidae. 
I t  is believed, with Gill (1871), Pilsbry and Ferriss (1906), and Baker 
(19266) that Pomatiopsis belongs to a separate family, Pomatiopsidae, 
rather than to a sitbfamily of tlle Ainnicolidae. I-'onzatiop.sis cincin?~atie?zsis 
FIG. 10. Verge of Pornaliopsis cincinnatiensis (Len). 
is less common than lapidaria, and little has been published regarding its 
soft parts. For  this reason cincznnatienszs has been chosen to  represent the 
characters of the radula and verge of the genus. 
SIIELL (Pl.  11, Figs. 6 and 8) .-Elongated or conical ; sutures il~ipressed ;
6 to 7 whorls, inflated, nucleus elcvated above the following whoi-1s; aperture 
subcircular to ovate. Peristonie entire, coluniella reflected; unbilicus wide 
and deep. Ponza2iopsG lapidaria differs from cincinnatiensis in being more 
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attenuetecl and greater in height, ancl having ~vliorls less inflated and aper- 
ture more ovate. P. ci~~cimzatzensis  has been found i11 the southern counties 
of Michigan, whereas lapiclaria ranges over the entire Lower Peninsula. 
RADULA (Pl.  IV, Fig. 5).-Very different from that of members of the 
Aniiiicoliclae. The central tooth has the basal wing terlninating as a cusp, 
and a single basal denticle projects down from the lateral ridge. The few 
large casps on the central, lateral, and niarginal teeth are distiiict characters 
of Ponzntiopsis ancl not of Amnicoliclae. 
GENITALIA (Fig .  10 ;  P1. VI, Fig. 6).-The verge is large, simple, cylin- 
drical, and longer than in  the Amaicolidae. The secolidary lobe and duct 
are absent. 
ECOLOGY.-Pomnliopsis has a wicle range. I collected living specimeiis of 
P. lapitlarza on a mountain side i11 southern Iientucky more than 500 feet 
from water, and I also fouilcl them completely submerged in  water during 
the spring. Whether the species should be regarded as a terrestrial, an  
;~mphibious, or a11 aquatic mollllsk has been the object of controversy with 
il nmnber of conchologists. H. A. Pilsbry (1896 : 37) stated: " P .  lapidaria 
Say is as much a terrestrial niollusk as most of the Szicci?zeas. They cannot 
live Sor any length of tiine in-~mersed in water, and I have drowned speci- 
u~cns, jnst as land sllails may be drownecl, by confining then1 in  a vessel full 
of water." During the conrse of this stncly some experimentatioii on this 
matter was nnilcrtake~i. 111 a wire screen t rap  (Pl. IX ,  Fig. 2) completely 
snbii-~e~ged in a small crcclr, P.  lapidaj-za ren~ained alive from February to 
May, indicating that this species is much more tolerant of aquatic conditions 
than is Xucci~aea. I t  is true, however, that Ponaatiopsis is most comnlon near 
streams and is gei~erally found on the river hanlr, preferring an amphibious 
type of enviroameiit. whereas the Amnicoliclae are confined to the water. 
AMNICOLIDAE I N  RELATION TO BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
ECONOMIC 1 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ A N ~ ~ . - ~ m n i c o l i d a e  are of economic importance in 
that they are consumed as food by fresh-water fish. Their minute size, their 
occurrence in great qnantitics, and their wide range of habitat, froin shallow 
streanis to bodies of water of' considerable depths (such as the Great Lalres, 
where food is a t  a premium) have placed this family near the top of the list 
oC ~nollnslrs which serve as natural fish food. Investigators (Balier, 1916; 
DeRgke and Scott, 1922; Covey, 1935) have noted that yellow perch, roclr 
bass, trout, and whitefish cominonly eat amnicolid snails. Practically all of 
the food found in the stomach of whitefish (Coregonus clupeaformis) sent 
for ideiitificatioii to the Musenm of Zoology of the Uiiiversity of Michigan, 
from Hamboldt Bay and Clear Lake, Manitoba, Canada, was Anznicola 
Zimosa and A. binneyana. I n  most publicatioils on natural food of fishes the 
general term "small snails" is used. More often than not these "small 
snails" are Amnicolidae. 
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I n  many areas \$,here water cress is growii for huillail consumptioii, 
certain an~nicolids, e.g., Hydrobia .~zicklinia~za, have become so abundant as 
to be an annoyance to the housewife in the preparation of the water cress 
for the table. Others may cause considerable trouble, as did B u l i m ? ~ s  
telztaculatzcs when its eggs entered water pipes throngh improper filters of 
reservoirs, ancl alter hatching, appeared in  great numbers i11 the water pipes 
of Chicago homes. 
~'ARASITOLOGY.-T~~ study of Molh~sca bears intimate reiationship to the 
study of parasitology. Both snails and bivalves are lrnowii to serve as inter- 
mediate hosts for families of internal helminths. The digeiietic treinatodes 
have particular interest for specialized s t~~clents  of Mollusca, since in their 
life histories, complex as they are, involving an alternation of 2, 3, or 4 hosts, 
snails or bivalves are 1 or 2 of the intermediate hosts. Certain of tliese para- 
sites are very specific in  tlie host iiivolved in their life cycles. The life of 
the free-swimming niiracidiulln is limited to only a few I ~ o u r s  unless i t  suc- 
cessfully enters a particular species of mollusk. Parasitologists may be able 
to predict, within certain limits, whether a particular parasite will be found 
in  a given area if they are furnished reliable data on the molluscan fauna 
which inhabits that territory. In spite of tlie kno~vleclge wllicll has resulted 
from the research iliterest in  life histories o l  parasites within recent years, 
tliere are still comparatively few life cycles which are completely known. 
Any additioiial information that the conchologist may offer, whether in 
faunistic lists or ecological notes, should, therefore, be of aid to the para- 
sitologist. 
An~ong the inoilusks which serve as interinciliate hosts in the life cycle 
of trematodes, tlie Aninicolidae are not well I-epresented. I t  is believed, hov7- 
ever, that tlle lack of representatives is due, not to the fact tliat few parasites 
choose tliese minute snails as hosts, but rather that investigators, in  selecting 
life cycles as problcilis are more attracted to larger gastropods, e.g., Plenro- 
cericlae, Lymnaeidae, and Planorbidae. George R. LaRue, of the D ~ p ~ a r t -  
inent of Zoology, University of Michigan, has suggested that  lien rnoi-e life 
history work has becn completed, especially on the trematodes of fish, it is 
expected that the Ainilicoliclae will be consiclerecl as centers of radiation lor 
many parasites, ilil'ccting clirectl y or iiiclirectl y, all classes of vertebrates. 
Luiidahl (1941 : 461) wrote : 
A survey of t,lle ecrenriae parasitizing this group of sllnils ~h~nnieol idac]  neal Alrll 
Arbor was accordingly undertaken, partly in anticipation of ol~taining matcrinl for  life 
history studies and partly to determine the species of cercariac and the extent of ccrcarial 
infection in tlicse snails. Several eereariae not bcforc noted in this locality were en- 
cotilitcrcd. . . . Among thcse ccrcariae was a pleuroloplrocercous form, parasitizing A?irni- 
cola (Ma~s lon ia )  l v s t~ i ca  Pilsbry a t  thc Argo Dam, Huron River, and penetr:rting and 
encysting in ccntrarcl~id fishes. 
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Melnbers of the fanlily Poinatiopsiclae also serve as interniediate hosts for 
trcmatocles. Aiiieel (1938 : 704) stated : "Fonr species of tailed cercariae in 
;~clclition to Purugonznz~~s have been recovered froni P. lapzdaria." 
Investigations carried 011 nncler the direction of LaRue, on the cercaria 
which erncrged froill Amnzcola, revealed that iiiore than 20 species of the 
Strigeiclae, Echinistomidae, Schistosoinoidea, Plagiorchidae, I-Ieterophyidae 
and ( ?) Opisthorchjdae, and other families, used amiiicolids as their first 
intermediate host. These data were obtained froni no inore than 3 species 
of Aimnicoliclae. 
While observing speci~lle~ls of Amilicoliilae in  the laboratory, 1 fre- 
quently saw cercariae emerging froill the snail host. Snails which havc been 
st:~inecl and mounted often reveal both cercaria ancl metacercaria in their 
bodies. Specimens heavily inl'ected with cercaria suffer a loss of tissue. 
This becomes a critical I'avtor mhen the ccrcuriae inhabit vital regions of a 
snail's body. Large parts ol' the digestive glancl and genitalia are destroyed 
(Pl.  VII, Fig. 5). I t  is ltiiown that certain developing cercariae, even 
though the sporocyst is not in tlie gonad:tl tissue, may cause parasitic castra- 
tion of the host. Unquestionably, if the infection becomes too great and 
the genitalia and digestive gland are destroyed the conditioii leads to steril- 
i ty and even to death of the snail. I n  one iilstailce mature cercaria have 
been observed to migrate down the alirncntary canal of Amn/cola and to be 
lihrratcd by way of the anus (PI. VII, Fig. 5). 
Encysted larval trematodes have been fourid i11 the foot and rostrum of 
certain species of Aiiinicolidae (1)7?~7zeya?za). Froill one snail dredged from 
15 feet of water in Lake Erie 21 cysts were removecl. The majority of snails 
from this locality were heavily infected, each cy\t being a potential parasite 
to the definitive host (likely a fish). O ~ i c  realizes the iinportaiice u~hich the 
Ailiiiicoliclae bear to parasitology from the fact that 98 A. binneyana were 
talten from tlie stomach of 1 whitefish. This number represents only a sin- 
gle feeding, and if each s~lai l  was as heavily infected as the one examined, 
more t l~ai l  1000 parasites gain entrance to the filial host a t  each feeding. 
SUMMARY 
I11 the Amnicoliclae shell characters alone are in  many instances uiireli- 
able Sor species deteri~iiization. An analysis of the raclllla ant1 animal is 
FICI-C present(~d 21s a new approach to the systenlatic classification. 
I11 the species investigated the structnrc of the radula is a reliable cliar- 
acter Sor the determination of species. 
The verge (male copulatory organ) has n characteristic shape and defi- 
nite structure in each species coilsidered and serves as a significant character 
for differentiating species and as a basis for tracing phylogenetic rela- 
tionship. 
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Certajli Forms, lorcviously colisidered species and subspecies, have been 
found to be ccological or other Binds of variants of well-established species. 
The radula and verge of Ponzlrt iopsis are not amnicolid in character. 
This genus is, therefore, coasigi~ed to a separate family, Poniatiopsidae. 
Ten species of An~nicolir\ae are recognized as occurring in  Michigan. 
Thc 16 species and subspecies reported in the n~ost  recent check list (Wills- 
low, 1926) have been reduced to 9, a i d  1 is added (through earlier misiden- 
tification). 
Py rgz t lops i s  lc tsoni ,  previously k ~ i o w i ~  from dead shells, is here treated 
with a description of the operculum, radnla, soft parts (inclnciing the verge), 
ecology, and phases of its life history. This species is the m ~ l y  represelita- 
tive of the genus P y r y z ~ l o p s 7 s  of \\rhicli the anatomy is kno\4711. 
There is no rlefinite period which might be terliied a breeding season in 
Anzwicolu limoslr, but egg laying is contiliuous throughout the year, provided 
tllc teinperatnre is suitable. Experirncntation has proved that the sperm in 
Arnn ico lu  limoscl is carried over in  the female from the fall to the spring, 
allcl once the female is impregnatecl, she may continuc to lay fertilc tggs for 
a t  least a year. 
Alnliicoliclae serve as primary and seconclary intermediate hosts for 
digeiictic trematode parasites. 
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P L A T E  I 
FIG. 1. Aqnnicola (Anlnzcola) lz7nosa ( S a y ) .  
FIGS. 2 and 3. Antnicola (Amnicola) walkcri Pilsbry. 
FIG. 4. Amnicola (1l.farstonia) lustrica Pilsbry. River form, juvenile. 
FIG. 5. Amnicola (Marstania) lustrica Pilsbry. River form, adult. 
Fra. 6. Amnicola (Marstonia) l~rstrica Pilsbry. Lalre form, adult. 
Fra. 7.  A~nnicola (Cincinnatia) integra ( S a y ) .  
FIG. 8. Amnicola (Probythinclla) biizneyana I-Tannibal. River form. 
FIG. 9. Anznicola (Probytlzinclla) bin,ne?jana EIannibal. Lake St .  Clair. 
FIGS. 10-12. Amnicola (Probyll~in~clla) benncyanu Hannibal. Lake Erie. 
FIG. 13. Pyrg~~lopsW. letsoni (Wa lker ) .  
FIG. 14. Lyogyrns pupoideus (Gould) . 
FIG. 15. Lyogyrus brownii (Carpenter). 
FIG. 16. h'ydrobia nickliniana ( L e a ) .  

P L A T E  II 
So?nalogy~zt.s s ~ t b g l o b o s ~ ~ . ~  ( S a y ) .  
Bz(,liml~s l en tac t l la l~~s  (L innaeas)  . 
Paueispiral opcrculu~n. Sortaalogy,r?is subglobos?~s ( S a y ) .  
Spir:~I opcreulum. Lyog:yc/l~~.s piipoitdel~s (Gould) . 
Coileciltrie o p e r c ~ ~ l u m .  Bzal%m~ts l e~ i luc t i la t~ l s  (L innaeus) .  
I'omutiopsis l a p i d a ~ i a  (Say).  
Opereulum o f  Pyrg?ilops%s lelsolri (W:rllter) . 
Y o n ~ a t i o p s i s  c%nc.innaliens.is ( L e a ) .  
PLATE I1 
Frc;. 1. l $ , a d ~ ~ l a  of .,l ill11 lcoln ( A  I I I I I  icolo) liqlroscc ( S a y ) .  
. F IG .  2 .  ltnduln of il?~llIicola (f!?l~llico/cz) u:cr~l;ct'i Pi1sb1.y. 
FIG. 3. Radn l~~ ,  of A,iitnicolcc (Afai~.slo?lin) l?csl?.ica l'ilsl~ry. 
FIG. 4. Rndul:~ of il?~rnicolrc (Ginci.~f?lc~lio) i n l e ~ j ~ c c  ( S a y ) .  
FIG. 5. Racluln of il?~cnicoln ( P ~ o b ~ / t l r i i ~ c l l a )  b i? l l l c~ana  FI:nlnib:~l. 

PLATE 1V 
FIG. 1. Rnilnln of P?yl.g%~lopsi~ lrls01ti ( 'Walke~) .  
FIG. 2. 12adola o f  ITyrlrobia ?zic761fiwiuna (Lc:r). 
FIG. 3. Radul:~ of So?~autogy~l(s  si~bglobos1~s (S:ly). 
FIG. 4. Rnd~il:r. of Rzrli~n~rs le?ilaculat.crs (Linnaeus). 
FIG. 6. Eaduln of Pon~atiops%.s ci?~ci lz?~c~l ien..~Ls (Lea). 

FIG. 1. A i ~ i m : ~ i  of ,/l?~~?iicola ( 8 1 1 l ~ ~ i c o l a )  7i?ilosn (Say) ,  ~vit l l  \rci,gc 1,rrlled forn.urd 
( ~ l p p e r  igh t ) .  
FIG. 2. Aliiirlal of A?imico/u (~l?tr?iicolu) li,~iio.sc~ (S:rg), \\,it11 p c ~ l i s  coiled nrolllld 
ercctcd sc:eond:rry lo be. 
FIG. 3. Animal of A?ltnicol(r. (d?rh?licola) li?r~osu (Say) ,  u ~ i t l ~  penis (r ight  cciltcr) 
distcndcd nild orceted; sc:eo~icln~y l o l ~ e  s l ~ o ~ v i i ~ g  secont1:lry clnci, ellding in dive~tieulum. 
I 4. Ai~ini:rl of ,!4srllvicolic (Airi?ricolu) toalk(>ri T'ilsl,ry, sl~o\virrg ~ ~ i g r n c ~ n t e d  b o d y  
FIG. 5. Anillla1 o f  An~nico ln  (A~~,~irvicolo) 2~~ulh:eri Pilshry ; I~ i f i i l  r c ~ g c  (upper r igh t )  
aiid d i v e r t i c ~ i l ~ i ~ n  fro111 duct ill t11(! S P C O ~ ~ ~ : L I . Y  ( le f t )  i o l ~ r .  
PIG. 6. Aniiual of A?trnicolu (~ll(o.slonicc) 11r.slric.a P i l s l t ~ y ,  wit11 rc rgc  (upper l e f t ) .  
PLATE V 
PLATE V I  
FIG. 1. Anirrial of Awtiicoln (Cincinnalicc) ,i?rlcg7.n (Say) ,  wit11 verge (upper 
r ight) .  
FIG. 2. Animal of A?u~nicoln (Prob?ytlrinelln) binneynnn TTaililibal, wit11 vergc 
(nppcr r i g l ~ t )  . 
FIG. 3. Animal of An~lricola (Probytl~inrl ln)  binncyan,a I lan i~ ihnl ,  sho~ving long 
rostrum (left  eoater) . 
FIG. 4. Anirn:rl of P:y~gialopsi,s letsoni (Wxllicr), wit11 verge (r ight  ccntcr). 
I 5. Animal of Lljytl~ohia nicklin,iu~~.u (Lea), ~vit,h trifid verge a t  right. 
FIG. 6. Aiii~rial of Poniuliopsis cincinn.nlicns%.s (Lca), with verge anterior. 
PLATE V I  
PLATE V I I  
FIG. 1. Eggs of ili~znicola (Ai)i?~icola) l~ i loaa  (Say).  
FIG. 2. Eggs of Py'rgz~lopsis letsolti (11-allrer) . 
FIG. 3. Eggs of B?tlin~z~s tentaczilatus (Linnaens) . 
FIG. 4. Eggs of Biiiiiicola (-Uarsto?iin) Z?istrica Pilsbry. 
FIG. 5. Bmnicola ( P ~ o b y t h i ~ ~ e l l a )  biizlzeya7za Hanai'sal serves as i~lter~liecliate host 
for trematodes. Cercaria in liver (extreme left)  ; emerging from alimeiltary canal (above 
foot, belii~id rostrum, within ina~ltle) .  The dark rodlike object just below the a l i ~ n e a t a y  
canal is a Cl iae logas t~~.  The dark rounded objects in foot and rostrum are metacerearia. 
FIG. 6. Cavities in a lime-encrusted stone in which Py~gztlopsis letsoizi ('Wallrer) 
n.as found living. 
PLATE V I I  
PLATE VII I  
FIG. 1. Argo Pond (after being drained), Huron River a t  Ann Arbor, Michigan. 
Pyrgulopsis letsoni (Walker) lives in the cavities in roclrs along the middle of the river. 
FIG. 2. A pond below Highland Lake, Livingston County, Michigan, where speciinens 
of A~nnicola wal76eri Pilsbry were present in great numbers. 

PLBTE I X  
FIG. 1. Spring near Button Lalte, Kent County, Michigan. Hydrobia nickliniana 
lives on the water cress. 
FIG. 2. Submerged trap for experiments on Po?tzatiopsis l ap ida~ ia  (Say).  
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